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Prized nuns 
Terrace Little Theatre 
generates laughter and 
praise at Mainstage 2006 
\COMMUNITY B l  
$ 
h 
Sad farewelP 
Blueback swim club 
coach retires to spend 
more time with family 
Lack of available beds at 
Mills Memorial Hospital is 
an ongoing and serious 
issue\NEWS A I  1 \SPORTS 64 
Second growth vital to fo est future 
‘ By SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN extracting timber in mountainous areas and the fact says. “The reality is B.C. used to be the king of the 
that timber here is generally pulp quality. woods but,there are so many suppliers now in other 
IT JUST might take some time. “When you have a fibre basket that is highly dec- countries we just aren’t anymore.” 
That’s the message from forest industry workers adent even small changes in anyL one of those will Many local operations are being hampered by a 
in the Terrace area who believe revitalization here impact you,” says former minister of state for for- number of factors including aging equipment, lack 
won’t happen until second growth in the area’s for- estry operations Roger Harris. I’ ” of a skilled workforce and expensive costs when 
est is ready- to log, but it could be at least 10 or even= “Put all of those things it comes to logging road 
20 years before that happens. into the equation and you maintenance. 
Despite something of a kick start to the area’s have costs going up and “In 10 to 20 years the 
forest industry after the Terrace Lumber Company sale prices going down, whole method of logging 
began operations last year, numerous factors beyond and in this market that can in the area will change 
local control have conspired to stall the rebound of be catastrophic in nature” 
the forest sector here. Local logging contrac- 0 t h ’  countries, we just amn’t reforested areas - we’re 
The industry here has been hard hit by a very high tor Ken Houlden, one of aflymore,” - Ken HOU/den back on the valley floor,” 
Canadian dollar, soft international lumber prices, an three partners in Houlden Houlden says. “We’ll be 
log exports that aren’t as lucrative as some would company is essentially will have very uniform 
have hoped. holding on until the second growth in the area is vi- size wood.” 
able to cut. Right now the stands that are available tend to be 
“I really don’t know that any of us in the industry old growth stands containing about 20 per cent high 
are looking towards a hey day in forestry,” Houlden grade timber suitable for saw logs or raw log export 
> ‘J 
“The rea/@ is B,C, u s d  to be 
the king of the woods but there 
are so many suppliem now in because we,re into the 
oversupply of chips, rising stumpage rates and raw Logging Ltd., says his 11 more like the ’interior, we \ 
4 
While the forest industry throughout the province 
’ has to deal with those issues, here in the Terrace area 
I they are compounded even more by the high cost of 
3, 7 - 1 
Two face 
charges 
‘in double 
beating I By MARGARET SPEIRS 
I ,- . TWO MEN face charges 
of aggravated assault and 
assault causing bodily harm 
after a man and a woman 
were severely beaten in a 
late night attack last week. 
Mark Henry Therrien, 
27, and Andre Nicholas La- 
croix, 23, both of Terrace, 
were charged for allegedly 
assaulting a man and woman 
Riverside Park baseball field 
behind the Terrace Curl- 
ing Association in the early 
morning hours of July 8. 
A woman is expected to 
also face charges of assault 
causing bodily harm and 
public mischief; say Terrace 
RCMP. 
“The quick response by 
police, the assignment of 
additional officers and the 
exemplary work by inves- 
tigators has resulted in the 
swift arrest of three people, 
all from Terrace,” Terrace I RCMP spokesperson Const. 
I/ 
, 
Rochelle Patenaude said 
July 13. 
Around 3:40 a.m. July 8, I 
team’s trophy and their gold medals from the squad’s victory at the soccer provincials in Prince George 
earlier this month. The win marked their first gold and fourth medal from provincials. 
MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
They ’ re B C . 3% g oil d en L boys 
By MARGARET SPEIRS \ 
PLAYING TOGETHER for several 
years contributed to the U-18 
boys gold medal victory at soccer 
provincials, the peak of their long 
soccer careers together. 
The U-18 Kermodes, most of 
whom have been on the same team 
for more than six years, shut out 
Kelowna 2-0 in the final to win their 
first gold and fourth medal at the 
AAA Boys Soccer Provincials in 
Prince George July 6 to 9. 
Team co-captains John Warcup 
and Corey Hales are still stoked 
about their victory. 
“It feels pretty crazy, pretty unre- 
alistic,” said Hales. 
“We went in thinking we were go- 
- ing to win gold but in your mind you 
never really see it coming true. \ 
‘We did it. We are the best team 
in the province in the B-Cup.” 
“It feels really good. It was kind 
of a shock at first,” said Warcup. , 
“Well, I expected weed make the 
final but winning it is just kind of 
above my head.” 
Both teens said their many years 
of experience playing together had a 
significant role in their triumph at the 
provincials. 
“We definitely have real connec- 
tions,” said Hales. “We played as a 
solid team and kept getting better and 
better.” 
“You get to know how certain 
people play and what they’re most 
likely to do,” said Warcup. 
And both agreed the goals scored 
in the final game were the highlights 
of provincials. 
Jared Stephens scored the first 
goal putting the team on the board 
in the first 10 minutes, a big deal be- 
cause the Kennodes have never lead . 
in a final game before, Hales said. 
Watching the second goal go into 
the net with three minutes left was 
exciting because the boys knew then 
they had won, Warcup said. 
Cont’d Page A2 
and the rest is more decadent. 
While old growth stands tend to be more diverse 
in terms of the profile of timber, the second growth 
stands are expected to be more monoculture’ and 
filled with easier to extract trees more suitable for 
sawing, Houlden says. 
He hopes that as the second growth stands,come 
on line over the coming years that companies such 
as his will be able to diversify into the manufactur- 
ing end, producing value added wood products for 
export or North America trade. 
“I think one of the problems in this area and one 
of the reasons [the value added industry] is moving 
SO slow is that we’ve been hit so hard and nobody 
has the capital to do these things,” he says. 
“We wanted to get into the manufacturing end as 
well but with the capital it takes we can’t afford to 
get in on that side, but it will come about at some 
point.” 
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l Second sheet 
design’ unveiled 
police wcre called to h ies -  
tigate a report that a woman 
had been badly beaten. 
About one hour later, they 
learned that a man had also 
been assaulted and was in 
need of medical assistance. 
Police confirmed the inci- 
dents were related and eight 
officers were assigned to in- 
vestigate, police say. 
Officers interviewed sev- 
eral people, executed three 
search warrants and fol- 
lowed numerous leads that 
resulted in Therrien being 
arrested that same day. 
Patenaude would not re- 
lease specific details about 
the victims’ injuries except 
to say that both wcre badly 
beaten. The female victim 
was sent to Mills Memorial 
Hospital for treatment and 
. later released. The male 
victim remains in serious 
condition in hospital in the 
intensive care unit, say po- 
lice. 
Police are not releasing 
what motivate the attack on 
the two people attack. Ther- 
nen was remanded in cus- 
tody for a court appearance 
this week. The woman al- 
leged to have also been in- 
volved was released and will 
appear in court in August. 
Police continue their in- 
vestigation. 
i 
\ -__- 
’ THE CITY’S new design for the proposed second sheet of 
ice calls for the new arena to be moved more to the west in 
an effort to ’reduce costs associated with axcavating on the 
hill behind the existing building. 
It’s one of several design changes the city’s new architect 
working on the project has tweaked with the view to reduce 
‘ Moving the proposed addition forward shaves $450,000 
off the costs of excavation associated with the former design, 
says director of leisure services Ross Milnthorp. There’ll be 
additional costs incurred with redirected vehicle access from 
Kalum St. up to the existing and new parking areas. 
Other changes include the construction of a common 
front entrance which would allow people to enter through 
one door on the low!r concourse providing access to both 
the existing rink and the new sheet of ice. An elevator will 
bring long awaited wheelchair access to the upper level of 
the arena, providing access to the banquet room, two large 
multipurpose rooms and a viewing area. The new design 
also calls for four 600 square foot changing rooms and a 
fifth changing room which is 930 square feet‘: 
Eich of those new changing rooms is’accessible by a wide 
8’10” corridor, allowing plenty of room for athletes and their 
equipment to pass through, says Milnthorp. 
The ice surface will by a 200-foot by 85- fo 
risk with seating for 400 people. 
The new design comes courtesy of North American Ice 
Development’s architect Bruce Carscadpen. North Ameri- 
can Ice is the project management firm hired recently by the 
city to alter existing designs prepared by the city’s former 
architect. 
“In my opinion this is a far more functional design than 
the previous one,” says Milnthorp. 
Bids on the city?s previous plan designed by PBK Ar- 
chitects came back last summer at a whopping $10.5 mil- 
lion. The city hopes new bids will come in at nearly half that 
price. The city has just over $4 million left in the fundraising 
account for the proposed sportsplex. 
’ 
- the’costs-of building the addition. 
’ 
’ 
11 
City axes money 
from tourism body 
THE CITY of Terrace will create a new tourism body with a 
broad mandate and is pulling its roughly $75,000 in annual 
funding from the Terrace Tourism Society after months of 
1 ugly infighting between that group and the city over the 
former’s plan to broaden the scope of what tourism dollars 
in Terrace are spknt on. 
The city will also resubmit its request to-the Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine to redirect money from the lu- 
crative two per cent hotel tax away from Terrace Tourism 
Society (’ITS) to the city instead. 
That money is collected by area hoteliers and redirected 
through the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine to ‘ITS. 
Last year that hotel tax added up to more than $92,000 for 
the purpose of external marketing and development. The 
city believes that means the money can be spent on a broader 
range of tourism initiatives than strict marketing purposes, 
but lTS says its understanding of the bylaw is that money is 
to be spent exclusively on marketing. 
“From the outset the city has been clear that the city 
wants an organization which supports a broad mandate,” 
said councillor Brian Downie at the July 10 council meeting. 
“We are missing opportunities we shouldn’t be missing and 
a new organization is nkded.” ‘ 
Terrace Tourism Society president Scott W e r  said the 
society will continue conducting business as usual. 
Representatives from the society are lobbying tourism in- 
dustry officials to support them in their effort to retain their 
rights to the two per cent tax money. They argue that with- 
out local hoteliers support, the tax can not be diverted to the 
city. Miller and o+ers are perplexed by the city’s efforts to 
change the structure of their orgabization and argue they’ve 
not been adequately consulted about the city’s plans over the 
last several months. 
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:Skeena MLA upset but hopeful 
;over party leader’s / sad news 
SKEENA NbP MLA Robin am positke that Carole will 
Austin says he wwshocked accept this challenge with “I look forward to work- 
and saddened to learn of the same dedication and op- ing with Carole in Septem- 
his party leader’s recent timism that she shows in her ber after she returns to work 
Austin says. 
. diagnosis with a form of 
Carole James made the 
I announcement July 13 that 
she was diagnosed with lo- 
calized uterine endomepial 
cancer following a routine 
medical examination. 
“Apparently, this type of 
cancer when detected early, 
as it was in this case, has a 
90 per cent chance of a full 
uterine cancer. 
: Carole James recovery,” Austin says. “I is completely successful.” leader Jack Lnyton. 
daily work as leader of the 
opposition.” 
James had been planning 
to go on vacation this month 
and will take extra time to 
recuperate before resuming 
her normal work schedule in 
Septembcr. - 
“1 would like to wish Car- 
ole a speedy recovery from 
her surgery and hope that the 
further course of treatment 
healthy and re-energized 
after what can only be de- . 
scribed as a difficult journey 
in the weeks ahead.” 
Carole James was here 
during’ the run up to the 
federal elections where she 
joined Austin and then in- 
cumbent NDP MP Nathan 
Cullen at a special event at 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege featuring federal NDP 
‘ 
0 ;Gun amnesty considered big success, 
;residents safer in Terrace and B.C. 
: LOCAL RESIDENTS The public also harided whether they have any his- 
turned in more than a dozen over various rounds of hand- tory of interest to police, and 
ifirearms during the recent gun, rifle and shotgun am- once they have been fully 
:gun amnesty, helping to munition. checked out. they will be de- 
;make the city safer for ‘The amnesty provides stroyed. 
;everyone. the opportunity to reduce 
: Terrace RCMP’ reports the number of firearms in 
ithat it received eight rifles, our communities, enhanc- 
’ : was sawed off ,making it safety,” said RCMP spokes- amnesty is the most 
, ; a prohibited firearm - two person Const. Rochelle Pat- successful we’ve 
ewer had in B.C.” :hand guns, one pellet gun enaude. I 
-JohnLes , :and one black powder rifle Police are checking all : during the amnesty.’ 1 the weapons to determine 
two shotguns - one of which ing public and police officer “This gun 
!From front 
ger want. she said. 
British Columbians 
turned in more than 3,213 
guns and 725 other unwant- 
ed weapons to police during 
the month-long, province- 
wide amnesty according to 
Solicitor General John Les. 
“This gun amnesty is the 
most successful we’ve ever 
had i n  B.C.,” said Les. 
The wide variety of 
weapons collected, includ- 
ing more than 500 handguns 
and more than 96,000 rounds 
of ammunition, shows the, 
usefulness of the amnesty, 
She said the program has he said July 6. 
concluded but the detach- While the majority of 
ment will still take items that weapons turned in were ri- 
I! ’B.C.’s golden anyone wishes to turn in. fles and shotguns, a number 
ons were also handed in to 
the police. 
The gun amnesty gave of unusual guns and weap- . 
: s 0 c c e r boys the public a safe way to dis- pose of weapons, imitation 
I 
$ 1  weapons and related equip- These include a Sterling 
, “It was all or nothing,” out of town, there are no ment andammunitionwhich submachine gun, rocket 
Warcup said referring to competitive teams for them they are not legally entitled launcher and a semi-auto- 
the fact that the boys went ‘ to join. to own or which they no lon- matic battle rifle. 
into provincials with gold as mmmmm 
their goal. In total, eight local soccer 
The team went undefeated squads competed at the pro- 
with a 5-2 win over Quesnel, vincials. 
4-2 against Richmond and , In addition to the U-18 
~ 8-2 over Columbia Valley, boys’ gold, the U-12, U-14 
a squad from the Kootenays, and U-17 boys all finished 
to make it to the final. fifth in their respective divi- 
Hales and Warcup started sions in Prince George. 
their soccer careers when The U-15 girls came 
they were 11 years old. fourth, the U-12 girls seventh 
Their team expanded the and the U-13 girls eighth in] 
next year to all but three the girls provincials tourna- 
of the current players, and ment in Penticton that same 
, bronze before striking gold. The U-14 girls, in their 
Both aren’t sure what’s debut at the A-Cup provin- 
next in their soccer careers. cials, finished fourth and 
They can play in the won the Most Sportsmanlike 
men’s rec soccer league but Award over the Canada Day 
unless they go to university weekend in Burnaby. 
’ garnered two silvers and a weekend. 
@@ Best heal on the ve market today! 
~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i l  Royal LePage Terrace ROYAL LEPAGE 
4724 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~III 
I CI Product Advisor. 
Naomi is now at 
b- 
Naomi invites all her former 
Hairbusters‘ customers and 
friends to come visit us at 
,,her new location. 
4612 Greiq Ave., Terrace 
250-635-5727 
- In the Sterling Electrical Building 
D Max Min Total D Max Min Total 
A Temp Temp Prvip f A Temp Temp PrMiP 
“C mm “C mm K “C ?. Y “C 
7 20.3 10.7 1.2 . 7 17.4 10.7 0.2 
Construction, Terrace 
~ ~ , l f ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~  The Art ~~ 
skinwsrksca 
Dr. Nick Carr, MD, FRCSC, plastic surgery 
Dr. Frances Jang, MD, FRCPC, cosmetic Dermatology 
Skinworks is the premier cosmetic clinic in Vancouver. 
It is the only combined Plastic Surgery and Dermatology clinic 
in BC. Skinworks offers the full range of dermatology, laser 
skincare, and cosmetic surgery. Together, Dr. Cam and Dr. Jang 
have over 30 years experience in cosmetic treatments. 
At Skinworks, we make you look good on the outskk.. .so 
you can feelgood inside...and that’s a beautiful thing! 
* Anti-aging Treatments 
* Acne Treatments 
AU our skincare products are now available in 
Terrace and S p ~ o S S  Canada! They can be ordered on-line at 
www.skinworks-st0re.a or by phone 604 737-7100. 
Dermatology consultations: 
Dr. Frances Jang (604) 737-7100 
Plastic Surgery consultations: 
Dr. Nick Carr (604) 733-9711 
3568/3578 West 41” Avenue, Vancouver, BC 
skinworksca 
Nasal Suqery 
* Body Contouring and Abdominoplast). 
., , 
1. 4 Seafest ............................. *’: ............................. Prince Rupert .......................... June 8 - , l l  
Midsummer Music Festival ........................... Smithers .................................. June 23 - 25 . 
. Crabfest Music Festival .............. : .................. Gingolx / Kincolith ................... June 30 - July 1 
Edge of the World Music Festival ............... Queen Charlotte Islands ........ July 7 - 9 
Atlin Arts and Music Festival ....................... Atlin ......................................... July 7 - 9 
Prince George Folkfest .................................. Prince George ........................ .July 28 - 29 
Peace ‘Country Bluegrass Festival ................ Dawson Creek ................. ;......July 28 -’ 30 I, 
Riverboat Day.s .............................................. Terrace .................................... August 4 - 1 I 
World Invitation Goldpanning 
Championships .............................................. Taylor ....................................... August 5 - 6 
Udderfest Fringe Theatre Festival ............... Prince Rupert .......................... August 9 - 13 . 
Prince George Exhibition .............................. Prince George .......................... August 10 - 13 
Summerfest ................................................... Prince George ......................... August 19 
Bulkley Valley Exhibition .............................. Smithers .................................. August 24 - 27 
/, 
.. Grizfest .......................................................... Tumbler Ridge ........................ August 5 - 6 
. .  . .  
Dawson Creek Fall Fair and Rodeo .............. Dawson Creek ........................ August 9 - 13 
For more information on these events or a complete 
list of, iocai events call: a -so0-45ui3-~~43 
or, visit: ~.No~brersrOignatrnreSerries.ccbm BRITISH COLUMBIA - 
‘The Best Place on Earth A 
I 
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Forestry takes a region-wide hit 
By RYAN JENSEN 
Smlthers Interior News 
AS THE Canadian govern- 
ment trumpets the conclusion 
of the softwood lumber 
dispute with the U.S., the 
picture for the Northern B.C. 
lumber industry is not the 
rosy one painted in Ottawa. 
The Terrace Lumber 
Company is still not opera- 
tional and has in fact begun 
returning some of their logs 
to loggers who huvested 
them before the mill’s in- 
definite shutdown was an- 
nounced more than two 
weeks ago. And i t  is still 
waiting to hear what, if any, 
money wil1:be ri‘tumed to it 
from the nearly 20 per cent 
duty i t  has been paying on 
shipments to the U.S. since 
it started up operations Aug. 
The high Canadian dol- 
lar, soft international lumber 
prices and a decadent timber 
profile in the region have all 
conspired against tlie suc- 
cess of the forestry industry ’ 
in this area. And it’s start- 
ing to be felt in the interior 
where the rush to cut wood 
from the pine beetle epi- 
demic has created a surge of 
Jeff Giesbrecht, a hauler 
in Grassy Plains, said since 
the new Forest Practices 
Act came into effect, this is 
I 29,2005. 
’ wood on the market. 
From front 
LOGS are not moving in the Terrace Lumber Company anymore since it shut down 
its operations indefinitely. Other sawmills are also feeling the crunch. ‘ 
the first year he’s noticed a ber going below $300 [per be& hit by a slowdown, 
slowdown in summer log- thousand board feet], if they but blames that on the local 
ging operations. shut down then I’m out of mills, not the climate of the 
of people are out of work. And there is no work out “Thesoftwoodlumberis- 
People had taken advantage there.” sue probably has something,, 
of the opportunity to buy Former logging truck to do with [the slowdown], 
more equipment but now the driver Bob Schneider left but, I mean, the big mills 
dollar is going up and theJ the business last year for have made it clear over the 
priceof lumbergoing down. what he sees as a terminal past ten years that they’re 1 
Shifts will be cut. Right now decline in available work for ‘ going to get rid of the small 
there’s a tremendous amount independent truckers. Still contractor. However, he 
of trucks parked. an outspoken member of the adds, “Drivers with the larg- 
“[I work for a] smaller Bums Lake Truckers’ Asso- er contractors don’t have 
mill. With the price of lum- ciation, he feels drivers have it as good as they’d like ei- 
“I’d say about one-third work like everybody else. industry. 
ther ... things have been a 
little slow.” 
’ At the Houston Canfor 
mill, that high Canadian 
dollar and low timber pric- 
es have forced a reduction 
in shifts from three to two 
which will translate into 
the layoff of 28 workers. 
At the end of June, Can- 
for announced a number of 
short-term mill shutdowns 
in Mackenzie, Chetwynd, 
Radium and Vanderhoof 
which will take place this 
month. 
“We’re going to be 
watching our pennies very 
carefully.” said Canfor pres- 
ident Jim Shepherd. “There 
is just too much wood in the 
marketplace.” Mills were 
chosen for shutdowns either 
because they had excess 
inventory, he said, or their, 
“costs were out of line with 
the economic reality.” 
But Lee Coonfer, Man- 
ager of Pcblic Affairs, Can- 
for said the Northern B.C. 
mills will be busy harvesting 
mountain pine beetle infest- 
ed wood for years to come. 
“We’re nowhere near 
the peak of the pine beetle, 
we’re going to be harvest- 
ing that fibre for about 10 
years,” he said. 
With files from Quinn 
Bender, Arthur Williams’ 
and Sarah A. Zimmer- 
man. 
Loggers look to second growth trees 
Bill Sauer is hearing similar feelings from his 
members at the Northwest Loggers Association 
which represents people and businesses from nu- 
merous sides of the forestry industry. 
He’s hearing a call for more help to address 
issues such as silviculture and logging road main- 
tenance here. 
“Road infrastructure is really, really bad,” he 
says, adding not all companies or licensees can 
afford the upgrades required given the high ex- 
tractions costs in the area. 
Former minister of state for forest operations 
Roger Harris says the province needs to focus 
more attention on reforestation and infxastructure 
in the northwest in an effort to accelerate the onset 
of second growth and ease the costs of harvesting 
in the interim. f-l 
“If we were to aggressively approach silvicul- 
ture in this part of the world we could be seeing 
voluhes of the second growth on line 20 years 
‘: 
sooner but that requires an investment today2 per cent take back strategy has been slow in com- 
says Harris. ing, it is stiining to crank up, he says, pointing to 
“I would expect a northwest strategy that may the three aboriginal groups in the region who have 
include government participation in things like licenses. Those include Kitselas, Kitsumkalum 
infrastructure costs,” he saysn and the Lax Kw’allams. 
“SO maybe they contribute somehow. to log- “If one of those goes broke, there’s still two 
ging roadconstruction maintenance or put some others operating - rather than when we had SCI 
resources to it so the companies aren’t doing it.” they went broke and,the whole northwest went 
In the meantime, companies such as Houlden’s down with them” 
are working as much as they can with what is Houlden has contracted his services to both 
available. Kalum Venutres out of Kitsumkalum and Lax 
He says the one area where policy changes Kw’allams. “It’s definitely going but it’s not at a 
have benefitted companies such as his is in the rapid pace,” he says. 
diversification of tenures in the region. And where the real benefit lies is in training 
“We’ve always felt we wanted diversity in ten- aborigind people to work in the industry which 
ures,” Houlden says. has been hard hit by the loss of qualified workers 
“SCI held 75 per. cent of the timber in the to places such as the oil sands. 
northwest, so when SCI went down that was three “We are getting First Nations employment go- 
communities that went down.” . ing,” Houlden says. 
Though the reallocation of the province’s 20 “There’s a good labour pool there.” 
stopper8 at 635-8477. 
DUMPBROKENJNTO 
RISING THIEVES used a bobcat to lac 
Fpi ve June 12, providing them with access to the locatior 
They were then able to enter the area with a small vehid 
md take a red Honda water pum and various wrenches 
RCMP at 638-7400 or Crimestoppers at 635-8477. 
If you have information abdut this or my ather crime ,or o 
b o w  the identity of the person or person’s responsible for tLi 
r any other crime - Cr@estoppers would like to heir from yo1 
avel‘at the gate to the Terrace landfill on Kalum L i k  
Those with information on this t R eft are asked to call th 
Crimestoppers offers a cash reward of up to S2,OOO.W for Information 
leadlng to the arrest and charges belng laid against thls or any other 
unsolved Crlme. If you have any Information call CRIME STOPPERS at 635- 
nps, that‘s 635-8471. Callers will not be required to reveal their Identity or 
testifv In court. Crimestomen does not subscribe to call disnlav. 
§ECURITY SYSTEMS 
Commercial & Residential Securiiy Data Cabling 
Wireless Systems 
Access Control 
0 Surveillance Cameras 
Fire Alarms 
Electronic Services 
24 Hour Monitoring 
Specializing In Digital And 
P.C. Based Camera Systems 
”24 Hour Properfy Prokction“ 
877-71 3-9588 
250-638-6870 
Fax: 250-638-608 1 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
News In Brief 
Thieves target vehicles 
TERRACE RCMP report that a number of vehicle 
were broken into in Terrace and Thornhill betweei 
June 28 to July 5. 
Police say tliat in most cases, the vehicles were lef 
unlocked. In the other incidents, the vehicles werc 
locked but valuables could be seen inside and thieve, 
smashed a window to gain entry. 
Vehicle break-ins were reported in the city on Sou 
cie Ave., Lazelle Ave., Tuck Ave. and Evergreen St. 
Reports froni Thornhill said break-ins were alonl 
Desjardins Ave.. Hawthorn Avq., Cypress St., Asper 
Ave., Juniper Ave. and Walnut Drive. 
In two cases, soincone ilttcniptcd to use stolen credi 
cards at local stores. police say. 
Terrace RCMP say it’s bclicved tliat most, if not all 
of these crimes arc reliitcd. 
The public is reminded to keep veliicles locked ever’ 
in driveways and to al\vays retiiovc \tiIluables or kcer 
them out of sight. Policc contiiiuc their investigation. 
,, 
<I 
Fishing rods stolen’ . 
VISITORS from Stnithers and Quesnel lost rods mid 
reels to thieves while on a fishing trip near Exchanisiks 
campground west of town on Hwy 16 June 30. 
Terrace RCMP say the total loss is believed to be 
around $4,000 to $5,000. Some of the rods reported stb- 
len are,Fenwick, Loomis and Diawa and’ some of the 
reels are Ambassador and Garcia. 
The two separate incidents of theft are believed to be 
related, say police. 
.Beware of canvassers 
LOCAL POLICE are warning the public to be wary 
of anyone asking for donations for the Terrace Anti- 
Poverty Society. 
The person, or persons, may attempt to use chari- 
table receipts, numbered from 63 193 to 63269, to show 
a legitimate involvement with the charity but Terrace 
RCMP say that donations given to people issuing these 
receipts will not go to the rightful group. 
The Terrace Anti-Poverty Society is not currently 
engaged in any door-to-door canvassing campaigns, 
according to police. 
It’s important to ask for identification, such as an ID 
badge, from those who claim to be canvassing for char- 
ity. 
Anyone with any information about this possible 
fraud is asked to call the Terrace RCMP detachment at 
638-7400 or Crimestoppers at 635-8477. 
n - ’  
Man arrested for 
threatening lawyer 
TERRACE RCMP arrested a man at his Lakelse Lake 
had allegedly threatened 
a Vancouver area Crown prosecutor who was here to 
prosecute him. 
Police arrested James Richard Byrne, 32, on July 6 
at the request of Vancouver city police. ’ 
Byrne has been charged with uttering threats, ob- 
struction of justice and intimidation and remanded in 
:ustody until his next court date. 
We know the North 
We live here, we work here 
and *we support the people 
& communities we serve. I 
SUMMER 
SPECIAL 
CO M PAN IO N 
FARE SAVINGS 
PURCHASE A REGULAR 
PRICED HAWKAIR TICKET 
AND YOUR COMPANION 
CAN FLY WITH YOU FOR 
44 I have been in the azi-lrize induswJor 19 
year$ Hikair  ik the best airZine 1 have 
been with! It’s more thun an airzine.. . 
it’s a fami& with great cilcstomers 
that happen to be our-endj. as well/ 
We mean something in the 
northern communitr’es 
1 
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.Port potential 
Last week’s announcement the provincial gov. 
ernment is kicking in $200,000 to help pay for i 
study on developing a break bulk port in Kitima 
should come as good news to people here. 
It’s not that the provincial government deserve: 
a pat on its back for finally taking long overdut 
steps to help kick start the beleaguered northwest. 
em economy. Rather, the move adds an elemenl 
of confidence to a project that quite rightly coulc 
have far reaching benefits for the whole region. 
The idea of establishing a break bulk port fa. 
cility anywhere within an hour of Terrace mean5 
there will most certainly be benefits for people 
here+from job creation to a potential influx of in- 
dustry. Qne official refers to the regional benefits 
as “cascading effects” - the notion that from the 
establishment of ‘one business, other industry and 
‘investment shall flow forth. 
If there is a facility to export large bulk items 
readily available on the north coast, it makes sense 
that the Tolkos of the world may reconsider where 
their next manufacturing plant will go. Think of 
the factors manufacturers of value-added wood 
products such as pellets or OSB need to establish 
themselves here instead of somewhere else: 
A ready supply of pulp quality wood - which 
this region is fraught with. Flat industrial zoned 
land upon which to build a facility - which the 
City of Terrace is developing at the airport. A 
market that wants its product - QSB and pellets 
are in greater demand now than ever before. Ac- 
cess to rail transportation - we’ve got it going 
south, east and west, not to mention the possibil- 
ity of a rail spur being developed at the airport 
lands to facilitate loading and unloading of prod- 
ucts. Infrastructure such as water and electricity 
at the’industrial lands - elements the city is work- 
ing on in its development plan. 
But until an official announcement is made that 
the proposed break bulk port is going ahead, that 
cascading effect will not materialize. 
That puts the onus on the newly developed 
Kitimaat Port Development Society to spend the 
$774,000 it has earmarked for its study wisely. 
It must clearly identify its marketplace, poten- 
tial carriers and customers. It must determine how 
much private investment is required - then secure 
that money. It must come up with detailed engi- 
neering work upon which to project costs. And it 
must secure commitments from shippers. It must 
get all levels of government involved. - 
The project’s proponents must sell the project 
not just to regional, provincial or Canadian play- 
ers, but to the international marketplace. 
It’s a massive undertaking and one that is being 
spearheaded by local people who now must prove 
that the Northwest has the expertise and the busi- 
ness savvy to build a convincing business case for 
establishing the port. 
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What you do=;in your private life 
may adversely affect your job 
THE private lives of employ- 
ees are generally of little con- 
cern to their employer. 
To a large degree, employ- 
ers take a hands-off approach 
to judging their employees’ 
chosen activities. 
There are instances, howev- 
er, when off duty conduct can 
be of interest to the employer., 
That conduct can even form 
the Gasis for summary (for 
cause) dismissal from employ- 
ment. 
This is because the com- 
ROBERT SMITHSON mon law of employment im- plies certain terms into the 
relationshiu. one of which is 
the emploiee’s duty of fidelity 
and loyalty. 
Flowing from this duty is 
the employee’s obligation to 
avoid activities which may 
create a conflict of interest. In 
essence, the employee must 
avoid conduct which creates a 
conflict between her personal 
and work lives when the per- 
sonal activities could’ detri- 
mentally affect the employer’s 
business. 
Cases involving the clash 
between the employer’s inter- 
ests and the employee’s activi- 
ties are not overly common but 
they do arise occasionally. 
One such example was a re- 
cent case heard in the Ontario 
courts. 
The employer was the 
largest business in the city of 
Guelph, Ontario. 
It employed 8,000 people in 
a community of approximate- 
ly 100,000 and had developed 
chalrged with possession of tected. 
child pornography. 
As a result, he was summar- 
ily dismissed from his employ- 
ment for just cause reasons. 
At that point in time, the 
employee had not been con- 
victed of any crime. 
wrongful dismissal. 
This reputation included the 
promotion of its activities with 
young people. 
The court stated the com- 
pany was entitled to take rea- 
sonable, steps to protect its 
reputation ‘and the summary 
The court was careful to 
note, however, that not every 
such case would necessarily 
result in just cause for sum- 
mary dismissal. 
That will depend upon the 
unique facts of each instance. 
Factors such as the degree of 
responsibility exercised by the 
The employee sued, for dismissal was just such a step. - 
The Ontario court upheld 
’ the summary dismissal of the 
manager. The court first ac- 
knowledged that, from moral 
and public relations perspec- 
tives, the emp1oyer:s reaction 
was both understandable and 
easily supportable. 
an excellent reputation in the 
community as a good corpo- 
rate citizen. 
Amongst its achievements, 
the company had placed a 
heavy emphasis on philan- 
thropy directed towards young 
children. 
This included sponsoring 
youth sports teams and work- 
ing with schools on innovative 
educational projects. 
The employee was a long- 
serving manager with no neg- 
ative elements to his employ- 
ment record. 
He was well respected by 
his co-workers, was a trusted 
employee, and had no history 
of misconduct at all. 
He had 10 staff reporting 
to him and was a member of 
the company’s plant operating 
committee. 
In 2002, as a result of a 
widespread police investi- 
gation, the employee was 
On thequestion of whether employee, the company’s no- 
just cause for summary dis- toriety and the extent to which 
missal existed, the court noted its reputation in the communi- 
that the employee had been ty would be adversely affected 
charged with a crime of moral must be considered. 
turpitude. This case will surely stand 
The arrest and charges had as precedent across Canada in 
.been publicized notoriously in future cases involving dismiss- 
the local newspapers and on als on the grounds of moral 
radio stations. . turpitude. 
The employer argued, SUC- But, it is probably one of 
cessfully, that the employee the most extreme examples of 
had a duty to ensure his off- an employee’s private conduct 
duty conduct did not adversely negatively affecting the em- 
impact his employment activi- ployer’s business activities. 
As such, employers should 
By permitting himself to be be extremely cautious in rely- 
placed in the position where ing on this decision as a basis 
he would be charged with pos- for dismissing employees for 
session of child pornography; objectionable off-duty con- 
he had failed to discharge his duct. 
The court agreed, stating Robert Smithson is a part- 
that the employer had over a ner at Pushor Mitchell LLP 
long period of time built up in Kelowrta practicing exclu- 
a good reputation in the com- sively in the area of labour 
munity which it jealously pro- and employment law. 
/. ties. 
duty. c 
Author bios no place for pets 
NOVEL or magazine bio 
notes that say things like, “The 
author lives in Breezeway, 
Arizona with her architect 
husband, three children, two 
Afghan hounds, and a Persian 
cat named Miss Mew,” disturb 
my dander. 
ried to a professional who can 
support 1 her until her writing 
does , tells me she’s a practi- 
cal person. But why would any 
reader care how many pets she 
has (extra to her husband) or 
their cutesy monikers. Unless 
Letting me know she’s mar- ’ 
in  burrs and badgerbrush. A in the August 2006 issue of 
her writing, maybe )suggesting 
ingenious plot twists or pre- 
dicaments, or she’s published 
a memoir , please purge pets 
from the bio. 
Yet publishers feed us irrel- 
evant details all the time. One 
romance’ novelist ‘s bio note 
read, “ ... lives in New Canaan, 
Connecticut with apalomino, a 
black Lab, two Afghan hounds, 
a boa constrictor, three guinea 
pigs and a gerbil.” Other than 
bragging that this author can 
afford to buy a lot of pet food 
, the bio tells me she occupies 
much of her day tending to live 
critters. This leaves little time 
for human companionship. So 
where does she gain her exper- 
tise for writing about personal 
relationships? 
Mentioning the type of ani- 
mal or its breed could actually 
turn off a reader. Suppose I 
have a personal bias against 
Afghan hounds (which I do. 
Afghan hounds seem so prissy 
anduseless. Imagine an Afghan 
bringing in the dogs at milk- 
ing time, snagging its locks 
groomer’s nightmare). 
Pets, in my book, do not 
qualify as family. They can 
be loved, pampered,catered 
to, their idioscyncracies put 
up with, but don’t name them 
in bio notes, or as surviving 
kin in an obituary along with 
children, grandchildren, sib- 
lings and cousins. And no 
matter how precious pets may 
have been to the deceased, at 
least let the animals trail the 
humans. 
Including a service dog for 
an author who is handicapped 
I have no problem with. See- 
ing eye dogs are integral to the 
person’s life. Otherwise I know 
of only one author whose pets 
deserve to appear in her bio 
note. Now in her late 60’s, this 
writer has epilepsy.More than 
once she has been saved from 
a nasty fall down stairs by one 
of her cats who senses the im- 
pending seizure and blocks the 
woman from traversing stairs 
prior to a blackout. 
The most unsettlifig bio 
note I’ve read including pets 
as family is this thumbnail 
Chatelaine: “Georgie Binks is 
a Toronto resident who writes 
a column for CBC:ca. , tack- 
ling topics such as Internet 
porn. fatherless children and 
her love of heavy metal acts 
Metallica and Alice Cooper. 
A mother of two teenagers and 
a West Highland terrier named 
Goody ...” 
-Ilm hoping the copy editor 
who let that species blunder 
slip past was labouring under 
the residual effects of a swel- 
tering three-day weekend at 
the cottage drinking too many 
alcoholic coolers, followed by 
a hectic commute on the 401 
driving back to the office early 
that morning. 
If, however, the copy edi- 
tor was alert, in command of 
both her faculties and her blue . 
pencil, what persuaded her to 
claim the writer had whelped a 
West Highland terrier? 
Assuming the bio means 
literally what it says, imagine 
the puckered brow of the ul- 
trasound technician who did a 
pregnancy check on the moth- 
er-to-be. Or the obstetrician’s 
I 
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KEVIN (left) and Chris Barton relax in the shade of a tree in George Llttle Memorial Park during their lunch break. The brothers are two of six young men from Marathon, Ontario, who, despite haying 
lived and visited many other places in Canada, have settled in Terrace because they think the quality of life here is better than anywhere else. 
Terrace ,offers I (  the good lifeo. K 
0 
More young people are settling in Terrace because of what the city has to offer. 
A special report and photos by“Sarah Artis * , n * < 1 
MORE THAN 15 years ago, ‘while still in high 
school, a group of best friends from Marathon, 
Ontario, planned their future together: they would 
all move west and live in the same small town. 
The boys weren’t sure when or where that would 
be, but they knew the kind of place they ‘were look- 
ing for. They had visions of a fun, low-key life filled 
with good friends and good times. They dreamed of 
a friendly community, stunning outdoors, and year- 
round skiing in waist-deep powder. 
Their plan was similar to that of many youth their 
age - remain best buds and enjoy life to the fullest, 
work hard bucplay harder. 
The boys knew deep down, jobs, girlfriends, and 
alternate interests would pull them in different direc- 
tions, and some doubted the plah would happen. 
But now, six of those dreamers are living the life 
they’ve always wanted - here in Terrace, a city they 
think has it all. 
“I just wouldn’t go anywhere now. I love this 
place. I couldn’t think of anywhere better to be,” 
says Chris Barton, the first of the Marathon boys to 
settle in Terrace. “It’s heaven on earth.” 
Barton, 32, travelled to B.C. by himself when he 
was 21. He made note of the towns where he’d want 
to live, then sent close to 200 resumes to companies 
in those places. 
When he got a call from an engineering company 
here, he was “pumped,” he says. 
“I didn’t know anyone but it worked out because 
the people I was working with were all my age. They 
were an awesome group,” Barton says. 
He went home for Christmas that year but re- 
turned in the spring. He loved it in Terrace and so 
invited his friends to join him. 
them are here for good, except for one who left for a wage here as you could in Vancouver and have twice 
job in Calgary. Three of them even work at the same the life,” he says. 
company as Barton. But the biggest draw for him and the other Mara- 
The latest “recruit” Brett MacAdur and his girl- thoners is the area’s outdoors and the abundance of , 
friend Tem Wilkinson have been here fess than six activities it offers. 
months and already they want to stay for years. “It’s alplayground and no one is using it,” Kevin 
“We just love it here,” Wilkinson says. “Every- says. “Our lives revolve around Shames Mountain. 
thing about it.” The skiing here doesn’t even compare to back east. 
Kevin Barton, 30, says he hadn’t planned to stay It’s the best back country I’ve ever been to.” 
when he first arrived, but is now a permanent resi- Mike Sorochan, who moved here from Marathon 
dent. He is engaged to a woman from Prince Rupert in 2000, agrees, citing snowboarding as one of the 
and they recently bought a house in Terrace. top reasons for being here. 
“It’s just the way things worked out with work The only downside the Bartons see to Terrace is 
and everything. We all met great girls, made a lot of it’s so far from home; Marathon is about 4,000 kilo- 
great friends and just settled in,” he says. metres away. 
Kevin likes it here because of the quality of life “It’s hard on our mom,” say Chris and Kevin who 
one can afford for relatively little money. describe themselves as “ momma’s boys.” But they 
“You can get ahead on a modest wage in Terrace add, with shining eyes and playful grins: “She is 
- not just survive, get ahead. You can earn half the now thinking of retiring out west.” 
’ 
And over the course of I2  years, they have. 
Five of Barton’s best friends as well as his young- 
er brother Kevin have relocated to Terrace, and all of 
. ,  . , , I ,  , /  , .T== - 8---=:--= i ” I  ..‘. ,.,,**,dQ,..>:*.$,* c ’ i . . , .  I 
Real estate :prices attract buyers 
THOUGH HE hesitates to call it a 
trend, a local real estate agent says, 
in the past two years, he’s definitely 
noticed more buyers interested in 
Terrace as an alternative to more 
costly, bigger city living. 
“It’s not a large amount but we are 
certainly starting to see more people 
express interest in the area because 
of affordability, quality of life, no 
traffic and no smog,” said Remax 
owner and realtor John Evans. 
couver, where an average condo- 
minium sells for $250,000. 
Here, buyers can-get a new, multi- 
bedroom home in a good neighbour- 
hood for less than that, he said. 
People can still buy quality old- 
er homes - 35 years or older - in 
good ‘neighbourhoods for less than 
$150,000, he said. “We are still, 
by comparison to other areas in the 
province, one of the cheapest areas 
and desDite the fact that the market 
beginning to sell faster and realtors 
say in some cases bidding wars have 
happened as well. 
“We have had some properties 
with multiple offers and there’s been 
a bit of a bidding war where the sell- 
ing price is a bit higher than the ask- 
ing price,” Evans said. 
But that’s a trend that has only 
just recently begun and not in all 
cases. 
He said homes in the aeatest 
“What we are seeing is the slight 
increase in the market and theslight 
increase in the interest rates - the 
two of them together are limiting the 
buyer’s choices.” 
Available in large quantities on 
the market in Terrace right now are 
homes in the sub-$l00,000 range 
thatEvans said are “super buys.” 
Pat Quinn, a Royal LRPage real- 
tor said many first time buyers are 
taking advantage of-those prices 
to move from apartments Or rental 
units into -affordable homes with 
mortgage rates in the same range 
People tend to like the slower 
pace here, he said, and the cheaper 
prices. way.” 
has incrkased over the last 12 to 18 
months your money still goes a long 
demand right now are thosein the 
$150,000 to $250,000 range where 
the demand is high but the supply is 
FINDLAY e k e  is just one Of many swimming holes- 
close to town where Terracites can go for a quick dip 
after work or spend the’afternoon lazingtaround. The 
lake has a rope swing pnd dock everyone can <use. .. He compares the market to Van- Mid-range homes in Terrace are limited. rental costs. 
Local returns with new 
I .  appreciation for home 
LIFE IS about living, not just working and 
making money. 
That’s the way Luke Houlden, manager 
of the Ruins store in the Skecna Mall, sum- 
marizes why he never again wants to leave 
his hometown. 
“Terrace is definitely my first choice to 
live. I‘m a firm believer things are going to 
turn around. We‘re, without question, in one 
of the most beautiful places in the world,” 
he says. 
“I gave up a $70,000 job in Edmonton be- 
cause I didn’t want to leave.” 
Houlden, 26, is one of many Terracites 
who moved away, only to return after a few 
years with a new appreciation for their birth 
city. 
“Growing up, you can’t wait to get out. 
But most everyone I’ve talked to, once 
they’ve left, they now understand what’s so 
great about living here. It gives them a dif- 
ferent frame of reference.” 
He lists the magnitude of outdoor ac- 
tivities people can enjoy in Terrace ranging 
from dirt biking to “phenomenal” skiing, 
waterskiing to hiking, and “world-class’’ 
kayaking to mountain biking. 
The activities and the area are on par 
to Whistler, the resort town famous for its 
fantastic outdoors where he lived for almost 
five years, he says. 
The big difference, however, is that Ter- 
race is affordable. 
“In Whistler, if I didn’t have $500,000 
in the bank and was not making $80,000 
a year, I didn’t have a chance of owning 
a home there. In Terrace, you can be on a 
modest salary and afford a home here - a 
nice one too.” 
around them.” 
Houlden compares the feeling to being 
in Vancouver, where he attended school for 
two years. 
People are in their own worlds there, he 
says, and kids are stuck inside because par- 
ents are womed it’s unsafe for them to play 
outside. 
Houlden has only fond memories of his 
childhood here, “running around, having a 
great time, building forts.” 
According to Houlden, Terrace is the per- 
fect size for kids and adults. 
“It’s not a tee tiny town,” he says, “It’s 
big enough that%+not totally out of,,the 
trends.” 
“In the city there is so much more to do, 
but only if you have mpey,” he adds. 
He recognizes some downfalls to living 
here and gives examples such as mediocre 
shopping options and societal problems with 
drugs and alcohol. 
But the biggest barrier to his staying here, 
he says, is the lack of job opportunities. . 
With his diploma in marketing and sales, 
Houlden ideally wants to be a sales rep in the 
ski or eye wear industry. 
But that type of job is not available here. 
“It’s hard to do exactly what you want for 
work [in Terrace]. You have to get l u c b  and 
make compromises,” he says. 
Houlden did luck out last year when his 
friend offered him his current job in retail; it 
gave him the chance to come back. 
But by no means, does he feel settled 
yet. 
He has to keep his eye open for a job that 
will grow him as a person and in his career, 
he says, and it’s up in the air where that will 
AFTER being away for almost eight years, Luke Houl- 
den came back to Terrace for the opportunity to man- 
age his own store and enjoy all the city has to offer. 
Another benefit to living in Terrace is the 
“I feel an awareness in Terrace of people 
be. 
as long as possible.” 
community’s closeness, he says. For now, though, his plan is to stay “for 
. . - .  
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A baby black bear hesitates to cross the Nisga’a high- 
way. The natural beauty that surrounds Terrace, in- 
cluding lush vegetation and wildlife, are a big part of 
what attracts people to the area. 
Common reasons wtiy 
Terrace is the place to be 
\ 
Abundance of year-round ri 
0 Outdoors, natural beauty and 
0 Feeling of community 
0 Size 
Friendly people 
Affordable real estate 
0 Affordable living costs 
* Minimal commute time 
a Centre of northwest 
activities 
wildlife -’ 
I 
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With coupon and a minimum $35 prescription purchase. 
COUPON VALID ONLY ON PRESCRIPTIONS, DIABETES 
MERCHANDISE AND INSULIN PUMP SUPPLIES 
With coupon and a minimum $200 grocery purchase. : 
Llmlt of one bonus offer per visit Coupon must be presented at bme of purchase : 
m a  7 /  AIRMILES' coupons cannot be combined with any other discount offer or AIR I m 
I 1, 
I 
MILES" coupon offer, Including Customer Appreciation Day & Seniors Day. Not valid at : I 
I 
Limit of one bonus offer per day.Coupon must be presented at time of purchase.AIR 
MILES coupons cannot be combined with any other discount offer or AIR MILES 
Cards, tobacco purchases, enviro levies, Insulin pumps,patio merchandise and transit 
complete list of exclusions. 
COUPON NOT VALID ON INSULIN PUMPS. 
Safeway liquor Stores Coupon excludes prescriptrons. diabetes merchandise. insulin 
pumps and Insulin pump supplies, tobacco purchases, enviro levies, transit passes, I 
, paUo merchandise and all gift cards. Other exclusions apply. Please see our customer I 
service for complete list of exclusions. 
I 
I '  I 
coupon offer,including Customer Appreciation Day & Seniors Day. Base .41R MILES I 
Ofier - 1 reward mile for every520 spent (Sunday-Saturday).Coupon excludes all GiFt I 
passes Other exclusions apply. 
Please see customer service for 
I : 
I lngredientsfor life., : lngredientsfor life.- I 
I 
I o  
I I 
I 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
about prevention, dmgnosis. 
treatmerit b more Talk lo sonieone 
// The Mail Bag 
Removing /I KermodeS from I 
It’s worth it! %Bike ’ 
Free Cancer Information Service I 1 8 8 8  939-3333 
area will likely anaer tourists 
I . .  
I TERRACE NISGA’A MEMBERS I 
Dear Sir: 
My informants tell me 
of four white bears in and 
around Terrace this month. 
I am not a liberty to say 
where, except for one - the, 
Dumpster Bear. The bear 
was causing a stir in the east 
end of town. 
And what was the reac- 
tion of the ordinance peo- 
ple? Catch him quick. Get 
him out of town. Hurry. 
Move him up north where 
he can’t cause any harm. 
So that happens. 
Todav a tourist from 
see him. We moved hiin up 
north, to the Cranberry, 120 
miles up #37. You might see 
him there. There are only 
400,000 square miles to look 
in. 
Tourist: “Well, I suppose 
I could try. He likes dump- 
sters. Maybe 1 could use onc 
of the111 for bait.” 
Staff: “Oh, no sir. It’s not 
legal to set bait for a bear. 
You can’t even leave lunch 
outside the door. That‘s a 
bear attractant, same as ap-. 
ples under ;I tree. That’s not 
l ed .”  
All members of the Terrace Nisga’a Society 
are invited to process Nisga’a Citizenship Cards on 
July 18-21 and 24-25 at the TNS office. 
Children must be accompanied by parent or guardian. 
Legal Documents are required: 
birth certificate, Status Cards, BC ID, other... 
‘for more inio coll635-4422 or visit St. Monhews Church Quildinq - 4586 lakehe‘ 
” 
I 
‘Snoo is a reall cool,dog with lots 
of bugbEl personaby. He is a one and 
half year old altered, Beagle, Terrier, 
Husky cross. Snoop i s  great with kids 
(they match his energy), goad with 
other dogs and likes goin for car rides. 
Snoop’s new family wi a have to be 
active in their life style. Hiking, joggin 
campin ore 011 activities Snoop w o u i  
love to !i 0. Got plans for any? 
MANY visitors come to Terrace with high hopes of 
seeing the rare Kermode bear. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO I REPPERAS@ OUTDOOR RMPBLLENT COR ( C a t 8  ‘AND DO08 I ” ,  
, 
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Tennessee comes to the info 
center, and the dialogue goes 
like this. 
“Hi. I’m from Tennessee. 
come to see your white bear. 
Where is he?’ 
Staff: ,“Well there was 
one here last week, but he’s 
gone now.” 
Tourist: ~ “Where did he 
Staff: “Well, he really 
didn’t go; We caught him in 
a dumpster and moved him 
from town.” 
Tourist: “You moved 
him. I come 4,000 miles, my 
rig gets four miles to the gal- 
lon, and gas here is five dol- 
lars a gallon, and I want to 
see a white bear.” 
Staff: “Well you might 
go?’ 
w -  
Tourist: “So, how do I get 
to see a white bear?” 
Staff: “You might want to 
see the Mayor, or the chani- 
ber. They are the ones that 
did the advertising. Or you 
can go to the Cranberry and 
whistle. He might come.” 
Tourist: “You know, I 
don’t think you even have a 
white bear. This is like our 
side hill gouger. We’ve got 
a side hill and we gouge the 
tourists.” 
Staff: “Oh, no sir, we re- 
ally have them. Only they 
are not allowed in town. 
Black ones are, but not the 
white ones. 
Tourist: “Yeah, sure.” 
Les Watmough, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Card advocate 
should see M - M  
Dear Sir: , I  
This a response to “Ask 
the question”. 
If anti-NDP editorials is 
what you do, at least tell the 
truth. 
Robin won the election 
in Kitimat. Kitimat, Terrace, 
everywhere except Thorn- 
hill. 
Yvonne has been a tire- 
less advocate for 20 years. 
So what did Roger db for 
the cause? I suspect noth- 
ing. 
Does Ms. Nielsen want 
Mr. Austin to go against the 
coalition for disabled per- ’ 
sons? 
I’m sure Mr. Austin 
would meet with Ms. Niel- 
son and see where to go 
from here. 
We do not need editorials 
that stretch the truth and are 
“opportunistic”. 
Alex Richard, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Sassy is a super sweet Spaniel/ 
Retriever/Collie cross. She is five years 
old and is already s oyed. f i e  works 
bed to curl up on. Some toes to keep 
warm. Sassy IS very clean indoors and 
has hod same basic obedience. She 
loves the attention of people however 
would do well as the an1 dog in the 
Don’t overlook this fine dog. 
oll done, she just nee 8 s a  big old, comfy 
family, as she loves all t i e attention. 
< 
MONUMENTAL 
2006 GIMC SIIERRA REGULAR CAB 
HIGHWAY 
purchase financing on virtually 
all 2006 Models? 
- FINANCING ’% FOR 6Q Months’ GMC Sierra Regular Cab 
iMo. SMARTLEASE 
30 MONTHS 52,880 DOWN 
BO SlCURlW D l C O l T  PURCHASE PRICE $34,998’ $348’0% FINANCING OFFER NOT AVAIIABLE ON REGULAR CAB PURCHASE PRICE $18,698 - 
CITY: 14.34100km 2Ompg 
285-HP 4.8L V8 Vortec Engine 
Automatic Transmission with 
4-Wheel Drive with ABS Brakes 
Locking Differential 
Cruise Control 
Dual-Zone Climate Control 
Power Windows, Locks nnd 
Remote Keyless Entry 
CD Stereo 
Deep Tinted Glass 
Tilt Steering 
Healed Mirrors 
TowlHaul Mode CITY: 152U100km l!hnpg 
195 - Hp 4.3L VG Vorlec Engine 
8-Spred Monunl Trnnsmisslon 
ABS Brakes System 
40/20/40 Split Front Bench 
Til l  Steerlng 
wlth Overdrive Passlock .” Security 
Pontiac G6 
‘ I  
. Pontiac Torrent ’ GMC Sierra 
With 0% purchase financing and huge deals on our award-winning vehicles, there’s never been a better time’to buy a Pontiac. - - ~ _ _ _  
CWECN OUT HOW PONTIAE 
STACKS up. pamtlro.pmcrradr.cra 
Ask ahout our three months 
of no-charge XM service’ 
R ,,, latest into-on, ,j* us at gmcanada.com, dmp by your local pontiac Buick GMC dealer or call us at 1 a G M  DRIVE. .Based on a 30 month leas. A down papent or trade Of 8.880 is required. Total obligation is $13.333. Option to purchase at lease end is 921,991 plus applicable taxes. Other le- o p t i m  = 
L~~~~ rate is 0.5%. m e r  applies to the lease of 2006 new or demonstrator models of Sierra SLE Crew Cab R7C. VFreight hduded. L i m e .  insUWlCe. regbtrati0n. P P W  administration fWS and taxes not included. $O% purchase financing for 36/48/60 months on approved GMAC’cred- 
not a&able on Sierra Reg Cab 1SX. Offer is unconditionally icterest-free. Down payment and/or trade may be required. MoMly payment and cost Of bowwing will V W  depending on amount borrowed and down PaymenWIrade Example: $ 1 0 . ~  at 0% APR. the monthly payment is 
is $0. tal obligation is Slo,OOO. By selecting the purchase financing offer, consumers may be foregoing such discounts and incentives which may RIsuk in a higher effective InteTBSt rate. ‘VDealer Order or trade may be necessary. and applies only to qualified retail customers in BChkon. ~imb& 
See your participating GM dealers for conditions and details. Offers apply as imlicated to 2006 new M demonstrator modeis. Limited quantities Of 2006 nlodels available. S a  p u r  dealer for details. tFor more infcmation. visit gm.xmradio.ca. The XM name and related logos reg 
contract required. OnS!ar uses existing emergency service providers as well as cellular and SaleIliietechnOlogie. Vehide dectrid system needst0 be OPemNW fyfeatures to f unch  PropedY. See your dealer for conditions and details. TMO 2005, VANOC. Used under 
9 
available. Dealers nm free to 
it only on most vehicles, 0% purchase financing 
$166 66 for 60 
tirne Arter Mich may not be With other 
i s t m  trademar& of XM Satellite Radio Inc. MService 
individual 
cost of knowing 
. : 
1 
1 * 
‘ 4  
4 
1 Call MacCartRy Motors at 250-635-4941, or visit us at 5004 Highway 16 West, Terrace. [License #5893] . 
I 
I <  
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Locals 
should 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Barr 
focus 
on real 
/ 
History of problems show 
fish farms bad for >North issues Dear Sir: ' Scotland, Ireland and Chile Walling's recounting of the 
and they have a long and 
current< history of pollution, 
disease outbreaks, huge fish 
escapes and sea liceinfesta- 
tions of wild fish stocks. 
The BC Salnion Farmers 
Association continues to be 
in dcnial of [lie science that 
difectly links salnion fiirnis 
to thc dFc1inc of wild stocks 
ovcrscm and i n  the Brough- 
ton. 
There is nothing in Ms. 
industry's platitudes to sway 
me or any othec=Northener 
from the conviction that the 
only way to prevent what 
happened to the wild salmon 
of the Broughton happening 
on the Skeena or Nass is to 
keep the North fish farm- 
free. 
Andrew Williams, 
Chair, Friends of Wild 
Salmong 
Terrace, B.C. 
I 
J Apart from "Harlem 
North", and that would be 
North Kalum Street, we 
' have a dcmoralized "Harlem ' 
South" as self described by 
those in "The Hood," Kalum 
Southside. 
Poverty, addiction and 
disenfranchisement re- 
breeds itself on a grander 
scale with each generation. 
Ask any RCMP officer 
where a goodly amount of 
j calls originate come Thurs- 
so U. 
ISTRATION. JOIN NOW 
I -  SAVE $30.00 
day night, the last of our 
four-day school week. 
I Are Terrace people val- 
ued as second class citizens 
in owfair province? Are we 
more concerned with stu- 
dents in Ethiopia not having 
1 sports venues and uniforms. 
Yes we are. I 
, The altruistic Canadian 
, ' bleeding heart can't see into 
i I( it's own backyard. 
There are those who see" 
a second,sheet of ice asca 
top priority when in fact the 
Southside of the tracks does' 
not even feature a bank - the 
Walmart access machine's 
head office is in India, so 
should you have a problem 
, good luck - nor a tennis eziadin Lake is a large the stream from a boat. 
court, a basketball court, a M lake east of 'Stewart 
gymnasium nor a recreation along Highway 37. This 
deep lake is well known for centre of any degree. Does that sound like an dolly Varden fishing, but is in this'  imposed ghetto? 
Yet we bare a large popu- also home to rainbow and 
lation of chilken and young cutthroat trout, as Well as 
adults. several other species. 
cians9 both Of whom Went On 
vacation at the same time for 
two months recently. 
This district spawns an 
inordinate number of c ~ l -  1 ~ ____ -  - _  .._I_ 
h e n  with FAS, ADHD, and anglers should troll deep 
Please use caution whe 
fishing remote lakes, ani mental health and child the Blue Fox. protection workers who 
are 
hands', are underfunded, are fishing near the mouths of bear spray for protection. 
less than effective and are feeder Creeks. The LAKEACC~,,  
tend to feed on small salm- frequently unavailable. 
This sounds like a self- on fry emerging from the 
sustaining recipe for delin- streams, and in the fall, they r Highway 16 east to the Caution: 
quency. will feed on pieces of salmon- junction of Highway 37 at 
If we plan on parading carcass.Somepreferredlures Kitwanpa. Follow this high- poses* This map may ' 
Terrace at *e 2010 OlYm- are medium to large spoons 
pits then become a and spinners. Two effective 
to be techniques are casting out proud of, not an embarrassr from shore or casting across 
And as for those of you 
1 
i 
*?-- 
1 
i 
E@ Aq 
-,~.'.M..-r.rr... 
A 
- 
.... " ...-- 
be released, and addi 
We have two pediatri- Fishing for dolly in .a+.:,+~,."m -....I., 
this lake can be good year 
round. During- the sum- 
mer, the dolly's will gen- 
erally inhabit deeoer water, 
Lake is bear country-boti 
! ADD, ODD, YOU name it. With large Spoons, wedding grizzly and black bea, 
We have government bands or spinners, such as 1 j 
have 'tied ,In the spring and fall, try bring along bear bangers ana U U J ~ .  ~ \ b = b ~ * a ~ l u ~ f i ~  1 
accepted, and campsites dlc w 
first-served basis. 
e 3 - x -  - - r. - A  _ _  
I 
Do not use 
map for nrA--&.-.-I __. 
ment on the world stage. " 
May not be combined with any other promotional offers. Minimum purchase Is 40 litre.% 
Vanderhoof & Districts Co-operative Association 
In 2005 Members earned 4 cents per litre on their purchases 
Vanderhoof - 277 1 st Ave. 
Houston - 2900 Hamblin Frontage 
Terrace - 2912 Molitor St. 
CO-OP Prince George - 990 Railway Rd. Toll Free 1-866-309-COOP 
Toll Free I-888-545-COOP 
Toll Free 1-888-545-2303 
Toll Free 1-800-848-6347 
0
CO-OP@ @ ReQislered Trademark 01 TMC Olstrlbuling Lld.. Saskalcon, Sask. S7K 3M9 
O-MOB, H07@ 8 Re&lcred Trademark 01 Federated Co-operatlves Llmlled. Saskatoon. Sask. S7K 3M9 
Valid for a limited time at participating meeting locations. Not valid for At Work nieetings and 
Online subscription products. WEIGHT WATCHERS is a registered trademarks of Weight 
-Watchers International, Inc. 02006 Weight Watchers International, Inc. All rights reserved. 
0 
1 
Fishing for'Dolly Varden 
in Meziadin Lake 
_ _  
The BC Freshwater @Hick Facts 
Surface Area Fishing Regulations has 
placed special restrictions 
ke-all steel- P a r k  is a small park on 
head caught between July the eastern shore of Meziadin 
I anA npri-rnhpr ? I  mnqt Lake. There are 60 camp- 
- sites in an open area, and a 
3,110 Hectares 
(7.685 Acres) 
Maximum Depth 
133.8 metres 
246 metres 
(806 feet) 
Meziadin River. Please con- launch with limited parking. 
suit the regulations before Vehicles need to be left at the 
fishing in this lake and river. campsite, but there is a small 
dock available for temporary 
Remember that Me7iadin boat tie-ups. 
h 
r. The park also has pit toi- 
n lets, picnic areas and there 
d is zi hand water pump avail- 
avaiiaoie on  a iirsi-come 
VCC
E r o m  Terrace. follow - 
d V l g a L l U I l a 1  pur- 
about 155 km, just reflect current conditions. 
exist. Base Map @Province 
of British Columbia. 
0 -  v 
way 
south of the junction with. Uncharted 
Highway 37A to Stewan. 
Meziaditi Lake Provincial 
hazards 
0 
who can't see a drug prob- 
lem here, open you eyes just 
a little. We are aiding and 
abetting a society with many 
social and cultural afflictions 
that continue to grow. 
There's trash in every cul- 
ture and trash can become 
fertile given a chance. 
Let's spend that second 
sheet of ice money on a 
community centre for the 
southside. We need to en- 
gage people, not charge then 
with empty, costly law. 
A gymnasium just might 
discover some bored, would- 
be athletes. Night classes 
might entertain. 
The four-day school week 
is not just a learning issue. It 
facilitates boredom and en- 
ables sugar, junk food, drugs 
and alcohol consumption to 
flourish. It's entrapment. If 
any school district in this 
province could benefit from 
a five-day week, it would be 
school district 82. 
What are 'Christian Val- 
ues?' 
Let us cut the differential 
attitudes that abound. 
We are nurturing a hei- 
nous ,outcome. 
Let's stop the luddite 
tunnel vision and provoke 
higher expectations and help 
when needed. 
Jude Haydock, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Tubeless. Two polyester 
body cords and two steel 
belts. Designed for all 
position use on camp- 
ers, pickup trucks, RV's, 
vans and other light 
trucks. Good braking 
and steering on all types 
of terrain. Wide; flat 
tread for floatation in 
sand and mud/snow. 
Stylish 
I 
4921 Keith Ave.. Terrace 
NElD 
ENTERPRISES "Your Recreation Specialists" L?D 
TERRACES NEW 
MERCURY & HONDA D W E R  
PARTS SALES SERVICE 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS 
Licensed Technicians 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
J 
\ 
g report I SUE Craia, land and environmental manaaer for NovaGold Resources inc. 
stands n e 2  to some of the 17 binders that Gake up its environmental assess- 
ment document which it recently completed an$ submitted to the federal and 
provincial governments for review. Craig was in Terrace and other communi- 
ties last week as part of.that companies public,c_qnsultations on its proposed 
Galore Creek open pit mine neat: Iskut. SARAH A. ZMXERMAN PHOTO 
; 
so c i et y \ w o o<s 
for more study mo 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
A MEETING with federal trade minister David Emerson 
happens tomorrow in hopes of generating money from the 
federal government to help pay for a study on developing a 
break bulk port in Kitimat. 
The Kitimaat Port Development’s Society’s executive di; 
rector Roger Harris is meeting with Emerson - who is also 
the minister of the Pacific Gateway initiative - in an effort 
to get the federal government on board with the proposed 
port. 
A break bulk port would be responsible for shipping large 
items such as piping, pellets, chips, vehicles and other struc- 
tures which usually can’t be sent in a container. 
‘Once the container port in Prince Rupert is operational, 
the existing break bulk port at the Fairview terminal will be 
shut down, leaving a hole in the region’s ability to transport 
“He’s aware of the project because we have been com- 
municating at every step along with way with his office,” 
says Harris. ?It will be to get his support and participation in 
a project I think has tremendous implications for Canada.” 
The $774,000 study will be an in-depth analysis of how 
much it would cost to develoo the oort in addition to iden- 
5. 
I 
~~ bulk itenis by ship. 
I 
>ut -& 
About- 
Home 
decor 
store 
opens 
A NEW FURNITURE 
outlet has opened in Terrace 
featuring modem, urban 
home furnishings and 
accessories. 
Maison Decor, owned by 
young Terrace businessman 
Lance Dettweiler opened 
June 15 at 4621 Lakelse 
Ave. 
It highlights new, kitchy 
and chic accessories and 
modem furnihue designs, 
says Dettweiler. 
“I do everything from 
martinis, to lighting to fur- 
niture,” he says: “I think it’s 
taking Terrace a step forward 
- now, there’s a new modem 
and contemporary look for a 
more upbeat generation.” 
Dettweiler is an accom- 
plished photographer and 
spent the last several years 
in management positions for 
shops in Terrace. 
most benefits to people in Terrace and surrounding area. 
“It isn’t the direct employment, it is the businesses who 
use it that now have a reason to move to the northwest,” he 
says. 
Those companies could include pellet producers, steel 
shippers and more. 
Haisla Chief Steve Roberts is the society’s president and 
Harris says his commitment to the project is an example of 
how First Nations participation in building business in the 
northwest can work well. 
“There is a lot of people who seem to become terrified 
around the whole issue of First Nations participation, this is 
a tremendous example of the partnerships the Haisla have 
built with businesses who are at the table saying this works 
for them,” Harris says. 
“The reason that 30 senior executives were in Kitimaat 
village last week is because they endorsed those relation- 
ships.” 
Senior executives from companies such as Greer Ship- 
ping, Encana, Washington Marine Group, CN, Enbridge adn 
others were in Kitimaat when Premier Gordon Campbell re- 
cently announced the province’s support of the study. ’ 
’ tieing potential shippers and’othe; clients who would use 
the facility. 
The provincial government has already contributed 
’ $200,000 to the study, $160,000 from private companies 
and money and resources have also come from the Haisla 
in Kitimaat. 
The society has also applied for a $200,000 grant from 
the Northern Development initiative Trust, which doles 
out money in support of economic development projects 
in the region. 
Harris says that application has been approved in prin- 
iciple but still needs to get the official stamp of approval. 
He’s hoping the federal government will meet the 
province’s contribution. 
“When you look at every port development there are 
very few examples of private models that don’t have 
some participation of government,” Hanis says. 
It’s not yet determined how many direct jobs the facil- 
ity could create, but Harris says it’s the cascading effect 
of industry creation in the region,,that will provide the 
Correction Notice I 
The Toyota BC Dealers Newspaper 
ad appearing behveen July5 and 12 
contained an error. It stated in the 
fine print that the APR on Tundra 4x4 
DCah V8 (DT441S-B) was 1.9% APR. 
This was incorrect. The APR for this 
Tundra model is 3.9% APR. 
Your Toyota BC Dealers apologize for 
any confusion this may have caused 
our valued customers. 
CLARICA” HAS MOVED! I 
I Fred Lindsay welcomes you to 4655 Lamb Ave., ’Itmace (250) 63582387 
SYLVIA 
WEISS 
Terrace Motors Toyota 
is pleased to announce 
Sylvia Weiss has 
joined their team as 
a Product Advisor. 
n 
T-shirts &Tanks 
From July 20 - 23,2006 
............................................................................... 
I 
SATURDAY, JULY 22 
Sponsored Ey Carl& Shepherd & C o . ,  CA’s .  
50 l a p  races For the Memor ia l  trophy. 
Sunday, July 23 - Rodnoek Rampagoll 
Sponsored by Classic Hor Dogs & Conadian  Tire. 
Outrageous races will b e  hint Body parts will be l&l 
Saturday, August 5 - Rivorboat Days 
Sponsored by Beaudettn Contracting. 
Thunder a n d  Bomber racing. 
Sponsored by Bold Salvage,  
Thunder, Bomber a n d  Hit-to-Pass racing. 
Kids con ride in a race car during intermission. 
Sunday, August 6 - RD-2 
Saturday, August 19 - Rain Day 
Sponsored by The Weather.  
This d o y  used if any  previous d a y  cancelled due to weather. 
Sunday, August 20 - Wrap It Upt 
Sunday, Sop-mbor 10 - Brain Damage1 
Sponsored by Alcan. Finalpoinb day. Sponsors racing in the cars hey sponsor. 
Sponsored by Terrace Chrysler Ltd and Sight & Sound. 
Lots of racing with the Demolition Derby a s  the main event 
PHONE 635-906OFORMORE KFORMATION 
Pro Stock 8 WESCAR, Thunder, HiktoPosr and Bomber classes 
FAQUIW Bleacher reoting for 1,500 WarhrDoms Food Vendors, Wheechair Accessible 
Race on 3/8 mile paved, bonked, oval track 
S A T U R D A Y  N I G H T  
Time Trials: 5 : 3 0 p m  
Racing a t  7 p m  
S U N D A Y  
T i m e  Trials: 1 2 : 3 0 p m  
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More beds 
needed at 
J .  -Mills, doc 
*HAVING JUST 25 beds 
:officially approved on the 
:main medical services 
floor of Mills Memorial 
Hospital is a :‘joke,” says a 
local physician. 
1 Demand driven by ill- 
ness, the area’s population, 
increasing numbers of el- 
derly people and the hospi- 
tal’s all-but official status 
as‘a regional facility makes 
that number unworkable, 
says Dr. Geoff Appleton, 
who also sits on the board 
kinds of stats are too gen- 
eral and don’t tell the full 
( story of the level of activity 
within the ER or the result- 
ing impact on the hospital. 
That’s changing this 
year because Mills is in- 
troducing a more detailed 
stats program] which will 
measure not only the medi- 
cal state of a person com- 
ing into me ER,but the time 
it takes for that person to 
receive treatment. 
t 
I W Busted 
N4NCY HOPKINS, owner of Golddiggers Flea Market, holds a rack sack sto- 
len from her store last October and later recovered by police. She says Ter- 
race RCMP forwarded charges to prosecutors twice but both times they were 
rejected even though she believes the culprit was. caught red-handed. She 
taped this front store window after would-be, thieves attempted. a break-in 
over the Canada Day long weekend. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
of the B.C. Medical Asso- 
North Coast Distance 
Education School 
ly proud of our graduating students 
of the 2005-2006 school year. Not only do our 
students face the same challenges as in-school , 
students, but they must also be self-motivated, 
disciplined, very well organized and able to 
work independently. Our students‘ abilities 
have been recognized by a number of 
substantial University awards and scholarships. 
We would like,to offer our congratulations 
to the following students: 
Sarah Hudson - Graduated Clancy with Petersen Honours 
Kaleigh Allen 
Katherine Ames ,i Laura Reimche , , 
Ben Brown ~ Holly Robinson 
Benjamin Brown Sasha Rochon 
Robyn Scofield Angela Chapman 
Brandon Craig John Shaw 
Tara deMedeiros 9 Christina Sivyer 
Lauren Edgar Thomas Stewart 
Dentin Grant Jared Webb 
Candice Green Kimberly Webb 
Ashley Hershey t Natasha Walker 
Laurie Koch Mark Zarvie 
Jeff Mohler 
-The lack of beds then af- 
fects its emergency room 
as people are kept there 
until space opens up on the 
hospital’s main medical 
floor, he said. 
And that, in turn, affects 
the ability of the ER to pro- 
vide services. 
“It’s been growing in 
the last couple of years, 
It’s not all @at unusual to 
have someone in ER for 
24 hours until a bed opens 
up,” said Appleton. 
’ Recently, when Apple- 
ton was on call, five ER 
spaces were taken up by 
ueoule who should have 
c, , 
I 
2006 Dodge Grand Caravan SXT Yourbestpfim 2 hada hospital bed. “That left just one room 
where all of the people 
coming into ER had to 
be examined. It’s a major 
problem and it is growing 
and it’s not unique. It’s not 
a problem with the ER. It’s 
a problem because there 
said. 
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“People may think that 
because this is a small 
hospital that we don’t see 
the kind of people as does 
a large hospital, that .’we 
don’t see the tough stuff. 
But that’s not true. We see 
the same kind of people 
as anywhere else, not just 
those with coughs and 
colds.” 
“If you have your ER 
Yuur best pmm 
oftheyear 
2006 Ddge Ram 1500 ’ 
Quad Cap SLT4x4 
MMP: $.QT2,530 
I - EMPLOYEE PRICE DISCOUW $4.: 
v““ 
-T 
_ -  
, ?28 I ’  $36.202’ 
full of heople waiting for a 
bed and then an emergency 
happens, then you’re really 
in trouble,” said Appleton. 
; Local health care of; 
ficials say the ER at MiUs 
has been getting busier 
with 19,905 visits between 
* Excludes CAW negotiated ebonus. 
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April 1,2005 to March 3 1, 
io06 to 18,84 1 
“These visits would 
visits the year before. 
include everything from 
visits such as having casts 
removed or for IVs,” says 
Northern Health Authority 
official Rowena Holoien. 
In that same period, ad- 
missions from ER to the 
hospital itself declined 
from 1,334 between April 
1,2004 to March 31,2005 
to 1,078 from April 1,2005 
to March 31 of this year. 
But Holoien said these 
\ I  
rr"i A1 2 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 19,2006 
... welcomes Dave Heck. 
Dave has been with Save On Foods for 18 years. 
He started his career in Surrey, B.C. as a Deli Clerk 
and then transfered to Langley where he moved 
up to Deli Assistant. He left Langley and moved 
to Cranbrook as Deli Manager and changed over 
to the Bakery Department and worked there as 
the Assistant Bakery Manager. Dave's first Bakery 
Manager position was in Grand Forks. 
Dave has a wife Karen and three boys Colton 
(13), Parker (7) and Mitchell (5). Dave's family loves 
the outdoors and enjoy the friendly atmosphere of 
smaller towns in B.C. The family looks forward to 
their new lives in the wonderful area. I 
Come welcome Dave to the Save On FOO~S Bakery 
DAVE HECK < 
' .. 
' ouncillor Brian Downie wants council to reconsider its decision not to contribute money 
, to the provincial Bear Aware program which works to' prevent bear-human conflicts. Numerous sightings . 
of this hungry Kermode bear in late June precipitated its capture and release. Council decided July 10 to 
invite the program's coordinator back to council to provide more information about what Bear Aware,does. 
Council had previously said the program should be entirely funded by the province. JASON HALDANE PHOTO 
> 
n,al district vot-ers to decide 
bus service. to rural 'areas. 
A SEhOR official with the Regional 
District of Kitimat Stikine is"re"minding 
1 residents how the altemative approval 
process works regarding thk proposed 
connector bus service between Kitimat, 
Terrace and other rural areas and 
aboriginal villages. and Northern Health. 
"If people are in favour of it they 
should not be signing the alternative 
approval process," says regional dis- 
trict administrator Bob Marcellin, add- 
ing the proposed bus route has sparked 
a significant amount of interest and 
some opposition. 
1 The new bus service is expected to 
provide transportation to seniors, those 
with disabilities, young people and low 
income earners. 
The service will be paid for through 
a cost -sharing initiative involving the 
regional district, the Civ-bf Terrace 
. The regional district identified 801 
voters in the rural areas of Gossen, 
Copperside, Jackpine Flats and New 
Remo who have been invited to partici- 
pate in the alternative approvl process. 
Through the process, also known as 
a reverse referendum, people register 
their disproval rather than approval for 
' 
a decision.. 
For the proposal to fail at least 10
per cent of those voters must respond 
through th'e process. b 
"SO if 80 people submit the elec- 
toral response form it will prevent this 
service from proceeding for the rural 
area," Marcellin says, adding if that 
process fails there is no obligation for 
the regional district to go to referen- 
dum 
August 8 is the deadline for submis- 
sions through the process. 
The bus service is expected to begin 
Aug. 28. 
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Any time you 
need education, I 
I www.t ru.ca/dista nce 
Learn more about our distance and open learning 
options at TRU - where you can earn your degree, 
diploma, certificate OR register for individual courses. 
OPEN = > Start anytime, anywhere 
> Study at your convenience 
>Admission with no prerequisites 
> Bring your existing credits and experience ... 
they may take you further than you think. 
THOMPSON RIVERS UNIVERSITY 
- 
KAMLOOPS, BC 
Around Tlown 
Gone but not forgotten 
, TWO LONG-TERM residents of Terrace, Audrit 
and Harold Cox, are leaving tlie community aftei 
living here for 38 years. 
About 80 people gatlicred at the Northern Mo 
tor Inn  July 4 to say goodbye and thanks, and givt 
them gifts for thc many ways they have contrib 
uted to making Terrace a better place to live. 
’The Cox’s say they will continue to be Ter 
race’s ambassadors i n  Osoyoos and will return oc. 
cassionally to visit friends. 
Fqmous poet 
returns to read 1 
PRIZED POET George Stanley will read t 
selection of his poetry at the George Little House 
Aug. 6 at 7 p.m. 
Stanley lived in Terrace and taught at North- 
west Community College for more than 15 year5 
and many of the poems were written here. 
He was recently awarded the prestigious Shel- 
ley Memorial Award from the Poetry Sociely of 
America. 
0 
DOROTHY Cutting is driving a hybrid car 
across the north to raise awareness about 
global “heating.” The car uses only five litres 
of gas per 100 km. SARAH ARTIS PHOTO 
Grandmother drives 
for green cause 
DOROTHY CUTTING is no ordinary grandmother. 
In fact, she is no ordinary citizen. 
While most of us are aware of global warning 
and its possible effects on our future, we push it to 
the back of our minds. 
Cutting, on the other hand, has decided to act 
on her worries and frustrations. 
For the next few weeks, she will drive across 
the north “on a climate crisis journey” trying to 
raise awareness about global “heating.” (She 
thinks global warming is too soft a term.) 
Informally representing the Sierra Club on her 
trip, she will speak to as many politicians and me- 
dia as she can about the negative effects of global 
heating and what should be done about it. 
“Since 1979. 20 per cent of the polar ice caps 
have melted away. Polar bears are drowning, 
starving and turning to cannibalism,” she said. “If 
people know what is happening, they’ll make the 
right decisions.” 
Cutting. 75, passed through Terrace on her way 
to Prince Rupert July 6, just five days after she kit 
her home on Salt Spring Island. 
Her car was packed with various supplies in- 
cludiiig camping cquipnient and bug spray for the 
Dempstcr highway stretch of her journcy. 
The Dempstcr is one of the Yukon Territory’s 
highways that isn’t ftllly paved. It’s known for ex- 
ccssivc mosquitos and l’requent fiat tires. 
“I‘m looking fol\viird to i t ,  then soinetimes I g c ~  
scared.“ she siiid of her upcoming trip. 
The cnvironmctitul advocate fccls similarly 
about her plight to tiiiIkC ;1 difference. 
“I’m friglitcned but I’m cncrgizcd.” she said. 
Cutting started to worry about the environ- 
ment and the future in 2001 after reading Robert 
Hunter‘s book 2030: Confronting Thermageddon 
in Our Lifetime. 
Shocked and moved by what she read, she 
drove across tlie country to present every Member 
of Parliament with a copy of Hunter’s book. 
Now. five years later. and the environmental cri- 
sis still looming and after reading a second book, 
The Weather Makers by Tim Flannery, she is on 
a similar mission - LO stop Canadians and more 
specifically its politicians from making choices 
and implementing policies that contribute to the 
greenhouse effect. 
“We must all shout ‘No’ to what is happening 
to our planet,” she said. “The Kyoto agreement 
was an important first step but we have to go well 
beyond that.” 
This time around, though, Cutting is driving a 
hybrid car, which uses significantly less gas than 
the average vehicle - only five litres of gas for ev- 
ery 100 kilonietres. 
She bought the car right off the showroom 
floor, she said. 
“I didn’t test drive it or anything.” 
- For her journey. she has put a sticker on her 
bumper that reads “I’m driving my hybrid car to 
give my grandchildren a future.” 
She has four grandchildren. 
On her trip, Cutting has with her a laptop and 
prinrel and she will update her website www.doro- 
thycuttiiig.ca regularly. 
NATIVE artis Heber Reece carves The Whale’s Matriarch in.his front yard on Haugland Avenue. ,, SAW? ARTIS PHOTO 
‘ b  
I 
Native artist feels .kinship“with 
mother oftsea, credits his own 
By SARAH ARTlS tally relaxes me,” he said. “It keeps 
me focussed. It’s the connection I 
KILLER WHALES are rarc in  have to the past.” 
Terrace, but ciuise down I-iaugland The piece Reece was working on 
Avenue sometime and you might see . last nionth,was a totem pole with the 
one. face of a whale. 
Last month a seven-foot tall The whale took almost a month to 
whale, made of red cedar, was coniplete and a private buyer in  Alas- 
propped on her back in the front ka will pay about $7,000 for her. 
yaid of her maker, local artist Heber “She’ll pay for my son’s wedding 
Reece. Her name was The Whale’s this summer,” the artist said with a 
Matriarch. iaugh. 
“It means mother of the clan,” Reece has been carving in First 
said Reece, as he leaned in close and Nations Tsinishian style for more 
picked at the whale’s eye with a bent than 30 years. 
carving knife. He works exclusively with wood 
Reece is a renowned native artist and prefers cedar and alder, but 
who has lived in Terrace for the past carves a variety of pieces’including 
15 years. totem poles, masks, rattles, and wall 
When the weather is nice, he panels. 
works in his front yard so that pass- 
ersby can see his art and ask ques- 
ti om. 
“I was born to be an artist. It to- 
All of his work is original. 
“My ideas come from whai I 
read. When I draw, I try to think of 
what I’ve read. Then I try to build it 
in with what I can carve. The things 
1 can’t carve, I paint.’’ 
Although Reece studied at the 
K’San School of Native Art in Ha- 
zellon - he completed a three-year 
program in six months - he is mostly 
self-taught. 
“It’s a non-stop learning process,” 
he said. 
In 1995, Reece was one of several 
artists who helped carve a 30-foot 
totem pole in Victoria for the Com- 
qionwealth Games. 
’ h o  years ago, he taught a caw- 
ing course with his brother Henry at 
the Northwest Community College 
in Terrace. 
“When people like that ask me, I 
feel honoured,” he said. “1 know I’m 
getting somewhere with my art. All 
those years of hard work paid off.” 
Reece’s niovements are slight and 
subtle. His attitude is casual and so 
are his work clothes - working by his 
front door, he’s dressed in a tank-top 
runners and shorts. 
The passion ,in his voice is seri- 
ous, however. And his eight-how 
work days prove his strong work 
ethic, which he credits to his parents’ 
support. 
“They were a big influence on 
me,” Reece said. “[My mom] was 
there for me all the time. She told me 
‘you’ve got to get busy and carve.”’ 
Reece’s dream project is to carve a 
60-foot sea-going canoe, but for it to 
happen, he needs a tree of that height 
and at least six feet in diameter. 
He would also need to secure 
funding. 
“It’s just a dream, I guess. I’ll 
probably get a 25-footer. I’ll keep 
looking, keep checking,’’ he said. 
Heber Reece’s art is on display in 
several galleries across the country. 
Examples of his work are also on- 
line at www.visionkeeper.ca. 0 
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Nunsense makes a lot ‘of sense at theatre 
tinals, wins awards and special mentions . 
TERRACE LITTLE ‘I‘hcatrc 
proved it  hits titlent to be 
xcogtiized at this ycitr’s 
xovincial community 
.heatre linals. 
At this ycar‘s Mairistagc 
2006 competition, their niu- 
iical comedy Nunseiisc won 
icst actress. second-best 
iroduction, seven honour- 
tblc mentions. i1nd a special 
ichievemcnt award i n  musi- 
:a1 direction the judges crc-. 
tted especially for the win- 
iers. 
Nine of B.C.’s best plays 
Iarticipated in the competi- 
ion, which took place in 
h p l e  Ridge the first week 
I f  July. 
To get there, each play 
lad won its zone conipeti- 
ion beforehand. 
‘LWe had thought the best 
ve were going to do was 
,est ensemble,” said Nun- 
ense director Marianne 
Veston. “Musical comedy 
s considered fluff. It’s not 
ven considered theatre by 
ome people. For a musical 
omedy to make it to that 
loint speaks absolutely for 
he level of that show.” 
Weston credits the suc- 
ess to the hard work and 
edication of the 23 people 
ivolved with the play, in- 
hiding the actors, directors 
nd support crew. 
“We attract talent, first 
fall ,  but talent on its own 
oesn’t get you very far. You 
ARLENE Sheppard (left), who got honourable mentions for best supporting actress at Mainstage 2006, and 
FILE PHOTO Mary Ann Lawrence, who won best actress, ham it up last November to promote’Nunsense. 
have to have commitment “There was no one there’ “Those are pretty dam The time commitment 
and a good work ethic. We was huge, though, she said, 
so “it means I’m ready to go set the bar pretty high years 
ago and we take pride in ning performance,” Weston Lawrence, who’s a re- fishingnow.” 
tnaintaining that high stan- said. tired teacher with no formal The last time Terrace Lit- 
dard,” Weston said. tle Theatre won best play at 
As for M a y  Ann Law- Mainstage was in 1976. 
rence. who won best actress “We are famous for skid- 
.ding in for number two,” for her role as Reverend worked really, really hard ney.” 
Mother. one of the play’s “It’s just been wonderful. Weston said. I “There’s no 
main characters, Weston better and better. She never It’s been a ball. We’ve just way I’m stopping until I get 
thinks she deserved it. 
at festival who was better 
than her. She gave a stun- 
high marks,” she added of 
the award.” 
“She has a huge stage 
presence - a real gift for 
engaging the audience. She 
and kept getting better and 
stopped improving.” 
performance training, said 
the whole process has been 
an “absolutely raucous jour- 
had so much fun,” she said. the prize,” she added. 
i 
H Kitimat 2006 Music and Friends Festival Bruce Kane. Show dates are: J i y  28,29, August hours: Wednesday, Thursday ani Saturday noon 
will be from noon to midnight on July 22. A 4,5,6. Each night cocktails will be served at 6:30 "to 4 p.m., Friday noon to 6 p.m. and Sunday 1 
variety of local artists will perform oceanside. p.m.lwith the shows starting at 8 p.m. Tickets are to 4 p.m. For more information call the gallery at 
kets cost $15 for one $25 for two. $34 at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel. 638-8884. , I  2, Our official ticket outlet i s  
#113 - 471 6 Lazelle Ave 
b 
COMMUNITY EVENTS 
THURSDAY, JULY 20 
16/37 Community Futures, MP Nathan Cullen and 
MIA Robin Austin host a barbecue at George Lit- 
tle Park to raise money for the youth emergency 
shelter. Get your burgers served by local RCMP 
and Terrace Fire Dept. Thursday, July 20 from 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m. Contact Alisa at Robin Austin's of- 
fice 638-7906 or Debbie at 16/37 Community Fu- 
tures 635-5449 for more information. 
THURSDAY, JULY 27 
The Skeena Child Care Resource and Referral 
Program is hosting the second bi-annual Ferry 
Island Ramble from 1-3 p.m. with Forester Linda. 
Children and accompanying adults are welcome 
to come join us as we explore the many natural 
elements at Ferry Island. Meet at the pond at the 
end of the island to join the expedition. Call 638- 
11 13 for information. 
SUNDAY, JULY 30 
All riders are welcome to race at the motorcross 
track on beam station road, behind the airport, 
under the hydro lines. Sign up starts at 7.30 am, 
the first practice starts at'lO a.m. and the races 
start at noon. This event is a non club or sanc- 
tioned race so riders race at their own risk. Call 
Francis at 635 1623 or Kenny 635 0081 with any 
questions. 
SUNDAY, AUG. 6 
George Stanley, a prized poet who lived in Ter- 
race and taught at the Northwest Community Col- 
lege for more than 15 years will read a selection 
of his poetry at the George Little House at,7 p.m. 
The event is free of charge. Stanley was recently 
awarded the prestigious Shelley Memorial Award 
from the Poetry Society of America. For more in- 
formation, contact Alisa at 635 0935. 
PSAs 
Northwords Creative Writers' Camps invite 
adults and children aspiring writers to attend their 
fourth annual writers' camps. The camps are free 
and will be held Aug. 8-1 1. Participants complete 
writing exercises and hear from guest speakers, 
and children will complete the week with a bound 
book. Registration is necessary as class sizes are 
limited. Adults register at Misty River,Books with 
a $10 refundable deposit and children register at 
the Terrace Public Library. 
The Terrace Art Gallery again offers a summer 
of fun and art for children aged 5-12 with its 2006 
Children's Summers Art and Crafts Program. 
' Cydney Rusch and Amy Warner have returned 
and are working on a variety of projects and art 
related activities over the next ,seven weeks. A 
large variety of artistic mediums will be explored. 
The program starts July 3rd and runs until Aug. 
18 for three days a week. Morning sessions from 
10:30 a.m. to noon will be for 5- to 8-year-olds 
and afternoon sessions from 1:30 to 3 p.m. will 
be for older children form 9 to 12 years. Parents 
wanting more information can call the art gallery 
at 638-8884 and ask for Amy or Cydney. 
All artists and celebrity painters are reminded 
. they need to complete their work and return it to 
the Terrace Art Gallery by July 29 so that it can 
be installed and exhibited during the month of 
August. The gallery is open Wednesday, Thursday 
and Saturday from noon to 4 p.m. and Friday from 
noon to 6 p.m. 
The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre offers 
cancer support group for family and friends 
meeting every second and fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7 p.m. Next meetings July 13 and 27. 
The cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It's 
open Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet 
access for cancer research is available. For 
information about emergency aid or peer support 
programs, call 638-8583. 
The Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift 
Shop at 4544 Lazelle Ave. will be unable to accept 
donations between July 1-15 due to a lack of 
space. Open Tues-Sat 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
The Terrace Emergency Shelter hosts Bannock 
& Beans, where Fridays are chili nights at the 
shelter. From 4-6 p.m. at 2812 Hall St. Call 635- 
5890 for more info. The meal is free. Volunteers for 
meal preparation always needed. 
A brain injury support group in Terrace meets 
the second and fourth Wednesday of each month 
from 4-5:30 p.m. now in a new location (room 280 
of the public health building on Kalum St.). The 
meetings are open to survivors, family members 
and service providers. For more information, call 
Mark at 638-1 81 8 or e-mail mark-brain-injury@ 
yahoo.ca ' 
Terrace Little Theatro offers its popular Summer 
Drama Days where six to 13-year-olds have fun 
while learning about theatre, stagecraft, singing, 
music and dance. Second session is Aug. 1 - teach. For more info call Renee at 61 5-9383. 
The Artful Cup hosts Stitch 'n Bitch, a co-ed 
knitting circle Thursdays from 7:30-9 p.m. Sewing 
and crochet also welcome with people on hand to 
C M  out our rite or call 636-7283 for advertising information 
25. Cost per session is $125 per child, which 
includes a TLT membership for the season. Drop 
off registration forms at Uniglobe Travel, call 638- 
1215 or go online to www.mytlt.ca. June 30 is the 
registration deadline. 
The Healing Touch Association of Terrace 
is taking a break during the months of July and 
August. The treatment sessions at Knox United 
Church will resume on Monday, Sept. 18. For 
bookings with one of the private practices in town 
during July and August, call 635-0743. 
The Terrace Public Library is offering "extreme" 
fun with its Summer Reading Club. Don't miss out 
on cool activities and prizes. Put your name in 
for the general registration to track your summer 
reading anytime now and registration for the first 
week of programming begins July 3. Call the 
library at 638-8177 for details. 
Heritage Park Museum is now open for the 
summer season from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., seven 
days-a-week. Site tours are available four times a 
day and a number of special events are planned 
for the summer. The museum will also offer 
two walking tours and Ma Lambly's, its one act, 
historical drama, throughout the months of July 
and August. Call the museum at 635-4546. 
Support After Suicide support group monthly 
meetings have been cancelled. Assistance 
with grief is still available from others that have 
experienced a suicidal death of someone close. 
Talking and listening to others about their 
experiences lessens the burden and eases the 
pain. For support & info call Joset at 638-1347. 
The George Little House flea market is every 
Sunday from 8 a.m. to noon. Buyers and sellers 
needed. Call 638 8887 for more information. 
Soup Kitchen, operating every Monday Prom 
12-1:30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
Terrace Toastmaster will be taking a summer 
break for July and August. The regular meetings 
will resume at 7:30 p.m. Sept 13 at the Terrace 
firehall meeting room. New members and old 
ones welcome in the fall. If you are interested in 
coming to a meeting call Bob at 638-0923 or Rolf 
at 635-691 1. 
Royal Canadian Legion is appealing to members 
and their spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help 
prepare vegetables and pie crusts once a month 
for steak night and to help with dishes. If interested 
please phone 635-4862. ' 
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings every night of 
the week. Call 635-6533. N/A meetings 7:30 p.m. 
Saturdays at the education room at the hospital. 
Call Tony at 798-2598. 
Sweet Adeline's Pacific Mist Chorus holds choir 
practice at Cassie Hall School's music room on 
Thursdays from 6:3G to 9 p.m. For info, call Vic 
635-6905 or Trudi 635-0056. 
The Kitsumkalum Prenatal Program is dedicated 
to offering support and enhancing positive 
lifestyle and nutrition choices before, during and 
after pregnancy. Donations of baby or maternity 
clothes for clients always accepted. Please call 
Catherine at 61 5-8132 for info or pick-up. 
The Terrace Amnesty International Action Circle 
meets on the last Wednesday of every month at 
the Kiva Cafe at 6 p.m. Anyone is welcome to 
participate. 
1 I 
~ ir-  ofices are open  
to Serve you! 
Terrace office 104-47 10 Lazelle Ave 
Terrace BC V8G 1T2 
Phone: 250 638-7906 
1 Fax: 250 638-7926 
Kirinrat Office 244A City Centre 
Kitimat BC V8C l'T6 
Phone: 250 632-9886 
Phone: 250 632-9883 
Enmil: robin.austin.mla@ 1eg.bc.ca 
Stop by or reach us by phone! 
Robin is working hard to 
bring the concerns of Skeena 
residents to Victoria! 
Robin Austin, MLA 
Skeena 
Open: 
Tuesday to Friday in Terrace 
Wednesday to Friday in Kitiniat 
Baby's Name: 
Ashlee Brianne Dorby 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 10, 2006 at 6:Ol a.m. 
Weight: 5 Ibs. 15 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Jessica & Trevor 
"Little sister for Sara" 
Baby's Name: 
Joshua Edward Mathews 
Date 81 Time of B i h :  
July 4, 2006 at 1052 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 8 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Sarah & Stocy 
"Little brother for Hailey" 
Baby's Name: 
Anna Keosha Edwards 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 9,2006 at 6:08 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 14 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Sosheen & Patrick 
"'Little sister for Dashonn, 
Lakeisha & Katasha" 
Baby's Name: 
Brianna Jamie Kiiyaono 
Gray Date Adams & Time of Birth: 
July 4, ,2006 at 157 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. i 0 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Lorraine & Edward 
"1inSe sister for Dakodcr, 
Nikeda' Sativa & 
HenessyN 
Baby's Name: 
Trinity Marcel (Jr.) Stephens 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 10, 2006 at 4:36 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 5 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Marsha & Trinity 
"LitWe brother for Shaina" 
Baby's Name: 
Johnnathan Clark Vindevoghel 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 1 1, 2006 at 2:30 p.m. 
Weight: 5 Ibs. 12 oz. 
§ex: Male 
Parents: Ashley 
congratulates t 
parents QII the 
additions to their 
families. 
L' 
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1936 tragedy reminds us to take 
care of Skeena's beauty today 
FROM HIGH water to forest sections which, with very 
fires, let's look back to 70 little trouble, separated. 
years ago, to the devastation Both sections were 
ofithe big flood of 1936. dragged back from the river, 
As I started writing this later rejoined and the Sher- 
article in early June, Terra- wood's were able I to once 
cites were out watching the again take up residence in 
fast flowing waters of the the home. This house still 
Sk6&'a. And by looking at sits on Kerr Street today. 
the amount of high water The lower land at the 
and debris, the mighty Skee- south end of klipp, Amdam 
na was again threatening all and other (properties along 
that gets in its way. the south side of Graham 
I t  was a little rcmindcr, Ave. were a11 under water, 
that we who live licrc have but no ditmagc was done in 
learncd to respect her. She the area. 
conipletely rules the lives Braun's Island was also 
of those who live along hcr undcr at least live feet of 
biillks, ilnd lets nothing gct running wakr, but fortunate- 
i n  licr way. 0 ly, at that time, everyone had 
people around who can talk , The peak of the flood 
about the damages that oc- came about the lirst of June 
curred 70 years ago. and lasted about three days 
, I  would like to reprint before i t  started 10 Sdxide. 
There are still a few left the isli1tld. 
~~ ~~ 
THE Loen house on Kerr Street riqht before it slid into the water and floated down 
SOnle quotes fro111 all old 1 Hellry Fri111k's and Billy the river during the flood of 1936.1 I CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
timer Floyd Franks recol- 
icction of the Skeena River Terrace May 2') that year I' We are so fortunate, to 
flood of 1936 from the book and it was Aug. 14 before live in the most beautiful 
MY Valley Yesteryears: Ter- At that tillle, Goodwin another arrived, as many the business Sept. 1, 1965 part of the world. We have 
Goodwin's, land was located 
in the 6cnd in the river where 
erosion is the usual thing. 
ness to new Owner Ted Hid- 
ber. who officially took over 
race Region was Devastated 
by the Skeena: 
The whole North Skeena 
Valley was devastated by 
the rampaging Skeena Riv- 
er. Farm homes, livestock, 
buildings, and vast tracts 
of the farm land itself were 
swept away. 
The 1936 flood was so 
high that Ferry Island was 
under five feet of water, as 
was Little's Island further 
downstream. 
The slough that separates 
Ferrv Island from the main 
miles of tracts were washed so much beauty that sur- 
away. , Floyd Frank retired as the rounds us. ' , 
The site of what is re- Terrace milk man after 32 And now as this article 
ferred to as Eby's Landing years on the milk run. will come to pr'int, another 
was just a stone's throw Then on Sept. 4, 1973, disaster is threatening our 
south of where Keith Av- Frank Bros. Dairy made its beautiful Valley - a forest 
enue reaches the Skeena at last door-to door delivery, fire possibly caused by care- 
the avenue's west end to- after 41 years serving the less people. 
day. .3 community. In Terrace's early history, 
fires swept over the valley 
peared, as has the Billy over in  1965, more land has and destroyed acres upon 
Goodwin farm. disappeared from the origi- acres of the forest. 
Goodwin bought a 10- nal Henry Frank homestead. I remind everyone to 
acre triangle piece of land When we write of the please take care when enter- 
along the river. He built Skeena, we write of its rich ing the woods, make sure 
a two-storey house, a log history. of camp fires, and burning 
under the same ikne. 
All this land has disap- Sincethenewownertook 
landstarted eroding. barn and, a-few years later, I remind everyone please cigarettes. 
JUS1 South of Hauglmd 
Avenue was John Loen m i -  
dence, along the bank of the the tracts, while the Franks acres of land alld planted river. Skeena Valley. 
had about 10 acres west of 
Frank's Place and south of 
built the first greenhouse in 
the valley. He cleared a few 
do not pollute her, but re- Let's not have a careless 
spect her. She is a beautiful act destroy our beautiful 
their back yard had disap- acres. 
peared and it was evident the The bank along here 
house was in danger. started to disappear at an as- 
tonishing rate. 
big crawler tractor down, Billy Goodwin started 
and attempted to haul it back house, and Ivan Frank, see- 
Clare Giggey brought a 
put a cable around the house moving furniture out of his 
u 
homestead. 
garden. 
The heritage home built 
in 1908, by Henry Frank on 
Frank Street still remains, 
surrounded by only about 10 
acres left from the original 
from the hverbank. 
But a large stone fireplace 
in the house was too firmly 
established, and the onlook- 
ers had to stand by help- 
lessly and watch the house 
be slowly underminded and 
,then slide into the swirling 
water and float helplessly 
away. 
Closeby but further 
downstream on Graham Av- 
enue was Nigel Sherwood's 
home, Giggey turned to 
its salvation and found tile 
house had been built in two 
ing him rushing around, 
went to give him a hand. AS 
the last of the furnishing was 
removed, the house tilted 
and slid into the river. 
In that first day, all this 
property south of the tracts 
disappeared, and the Frank 
property started to go at a 
more rapid rate. 
In this bend of the river 
(Frank Street), the land loss 
was 25 to 30 acres - all in 
three days. 
Lloyd Johnstone wrote 
the last train went through 
It had been a slow spring 
and then suddenly tempera- 
tures shot \ip. The river just 
couldn't contain the rapid 
runoff. 
Throughout the whole 
region, dwellings and other 
buildings floated about like 
boxes and were smashed by 
the rushing water. 
Terrace, Remo, Usk. Kit- 
wangs the entire area was 
affected. 
After 33 years of operat- 
ing Frank Bros. Dairy, Floyd 
and Ivan Frank sold the busi- 
Creating a'Pond Ecosystem 
The pond ecosystem is a delicate balance of life 
designed to achieve a beautiful display. Not 
only is a balanced pond ecosystem pleasing to 
the eye and mind it's also self sufficient and low 
maintenance. The lager the pond the easier it is 
to balance. It is critical to consider all the pieces 
of the pond puzzle before building your water 
feature. In a healthy pond you have beneficial 
bacteria living in the filters (and among rocks 
and gravel that consume ammonia and change 
it to nitrite. Then another bacteria changes ni- 
trite to nitrate. The plants absorb. the nitrates; 
the fish eat >the plants and produce ammonia, 
which starts the cycle over again. If a pond is 
shut down the bacteria start to die from lack of 
oxygen in as little as 2 hours. 
The most common complaint about ponds is al- 
gae especially string algae. The reason for ex- 
cessive algae growth is an over load of nitrates 
in the water and not enough plants to absorb 
them, ax lack of beneficial bacteria, and/or fish 
that consunie:the algae. Mid summer can be 
a bad time for,algae. The warm sun beating 
down on the pond causes the plants and, like 
other gardens, the weeds (algae) to grow well. 
If your pond is not balanced properly then you 
will get an abundance of algae. We have several 
fish safe products at the store that can help you 
with these problems. You could also add a few 
more plants to absorb the excess nutrients. 
In order to have a healthy, low maintenance 
pond you have to have a balanced ecosystem. 
Once you have achieved this all you have to do 
is sit back and enjoy! 
\ 
It's worth it! 
~~~ 
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Royal LePage Terrace 
Congratulates 
Success on attaining 
For the month of July 
Royal LePage Terrace 
Vance Hadley 
"Platinum Award" 
I Our ~ r o w t h  in means 
E man sutisfiedhomeBuyers& ~ U ~ M O P  I 
I 
I 
I Se I /em in Terruce & Kitimcrt 
We've Moved - 4724 Luze//e Avenue m I E Tasty jazz I SAXOPHONE players Wes Laing (left) and Bob Tarr funked it up at the Artful Cup with their band the Jazz Banditz July 12. SARAH ARTIS PHOTO 
Over 9,500 
locations 
worldwide. 
(W) 638-8800 
pXUhUl lSL 
TCnueBCv8Gl)i l  
cwes.com 
I YOU'RE READY FOR SUMMER. ISYOUR HONDA? 
' 
$68"' Curvestsagnatplacetoloseweight.getfitandhavefunth~s summer And now youll only have to spend 30 minutes (and a lot less money) to do it You'll just hate to see summer go 
' www.uplandsnursery.com 
.Trees & Shrubs *Turf 
*Annuals 
*Perennials *Specialty R ododendrons 
.Gardensup lies - R 
6352603 
1838 Highway 16 West, Terra 
/, 
MARGARET SPEIRS SPORTS 6381728: 
ROB BROWN 
hen I began fly-fishing there weren’t 
many magazines devoted to the sport, 
and only two of those stood on the W stands of Terrace’s drug and grocery 
stores. To be precise, there were just slightly more 
than one. Amato Publications’ venerable Salrnort, 
Trout, Steelheader, with the exception of a few su- 
perb articles by Bill McMillan and Bill Bakke, was 
=largely given over to articles on gear fishing. 
Fly Fishen&n, a magazine published some- 
where in the eastern United States, was pretty much 
‘dl there was. 
With lengthy articles by the likes of Ernest 
Schwiebert, essays by Nick Lyons, beautiful pho- 
tographs and fine illustrations, all nicely set in an 
artistic layout, it was enough. 
After a few years themagazine shucked off its 
staid outer shell in favour of a full-cover photo 
of fisher folk hoisting fish aloft, on top of which 
are plastered, the titles of articles inside in brigtit 
whites, yellow and red. 
The quality of the writing dropped. The articles 
became repetitive, spinning out variations on the 
same tired themes. 
I stopped reading it in favour of a small competi- 
tor from Maine called Rod & Reef. 
Rod & Reel had some fire in its belly and some 
scribes who had the talent to provoke a thought or 
two. After I’d been reading it regularly for a couple 
of years it underwent a transformation and became 
Fly Rod & Reel. 
Fly Rod & Reef had its share of “how to” articles, 
but Ted Williams, as fine and pugnacious a writer 
on conservation as you’ll fine anywhere, took on 
some defiler of trout habitat in every issue: Verlyn 
Klinkenborg, a writer of the first water in his own 
right, reviewed books on angling and John Gierach 
always contributed an appealing article written in 
his bucolic style. 
In the Information Age there are so many dis- 
tractions. Eventually, I got out of the habit of read- 
ing Fly Rod & Reel too. 
Attracted to a magazine on finger style guitar 
while on a recent trip to the grocery emporium, I 
noticed an entire section was devoted to fly-fishing 
magazines. 
Fly Rod & Reel was there as was Ffyjisltennait, 
both wearing the garish costumery so obviously 
driven by the unabashed hucksters and marketeers 
that has apparently become the industry standard. 
Surrounding them were no fewer than six com- 
petitors with similar designs on the front. 
One of these, Narthrvest Fly Fishing, bore a 
strong resemblance to Fly Fishenitart of the early 
‘70s. 
Printed on more expensive stock, Northwest Fly 
Fisltirtg, with fishing destination articles, a conser- 
vation department, fly-tying article and closing es- 
say/yarn interspersed with ads for angling products 
has aped the format of its predcccssors but in the 
kind of tasteful way Gruy ‘s Spor~ir~g Joiirrtal does. 
A historical article by Jack Bcrryman on Ralph 
Olson is honestly writtcn and clcar. but. thc writing 
was, for the iiiost part, formulaic and uninspired, 
and in the case of the closing article by onc John 
Liere, just downright bad. 
Where NortIiwest Fly Fisltirig has promise. Out- 
door Sportsmiit has none. It’s a waste of glossy pa- 
per and, if you buy it, a waste of your money. 
Tlte Cartadiart Fly fislter is a glossy periodical 
that covers the sport from coast to coast. Most of its 
articles are examples of pimping the outdoors. 
There are dozens of annoying pictures of guys 
in baseball caps suffocating fish in air, but if you’re 
planning to make a trip to one of the rivers men- 
tioned, it might be worth eight bucks. 
Today’s Ffyjisher is more of the same with an 
English accent: more photos of fishers holding fish 
aloft but brown trout and Atlantic salmon instead of 
steelhead and trout. 
How had age treated the old standbys Fly Rod 
&Reel and Flyjsliennari? Not badly, I was pleased 
to discover. ‘ I 
Ted Williams is slill writing biting prose for the 
former, exposing those who are willing to wreck 
nature for personal profit. 
John Gierach’s folksy prose is still to be found 
on the magazine’s closing pages. The destination 
articles in the latest issue were skilfully written and 
had more substance than those one usually meets in 
fishing ‘zines. 
Fly~slter~nan is beginning to resemble Fly Rod 
& Reel. In the issue I bought, John Randolph has 
an editorial on the effects of global warming on the 
trout streams of the western U.S.. and Jim Yuskev- 
itch is doing what Ted Williams does with an ar- 
ticle on the Daybreak mine and the threat it poses to 
the East Fork of Washington’s Lewis River. 
In many respects these two magazines are better 
than they used to be. They’re certainly better than 
the rest. 
Bluebacks coach retkes 
BY MARGARET SPEIRS 
THE BLUEBACKS are 
losing their long-time coach 
at the end’of this season. 
Mike Carlyle, who’s been 
head coach of the club for 14 
rears, will leave the organi- 
zation at the end of August 
to spend more time with his 
family. 
The swim club requires a 
lot of time and while Carlylei 
enjoyed his years with them. 
his priorities have shifted 
since the birth of his young 
son, whose life he doesn‘t 
want to miss out on. 
“I’d like to be able to 
have Zachary be number one 
in what I’m doing,” he said. 
“By getting a new coach and 
a very qualified coach, he’s 
able to make the time com- 
mitment necessary so that 
the swimmers will get the 
most out of it.” 
,, Carlyle and his wife Di- 
anna, who welcomed son 
Zachary into their lives 16 
months ago, will remain in 
town and pursue other ca- 
reer options. 
“kwas time to make the 
change,” he said. 
Carlyle has said goodbye 
to the swimmers and misses 
them already. 
“It’s not going to be easy 
to be leaving,” he said, add- 
ing coaching here has been a 
positive experience. 
He knows he’ll m i s s  the 
job. 
“Absolutely, I’ve got 
MIKE CARLYLE has been the head coach of the swim club here for more than a decade. He recently decided 
to pack it in to spend more time with his wife and young son. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
swimmers coming up, a 
wonderful group of individ- 
uals. September (the start of 
swim season) will be a diffi- 
cult time for me,” he said. 
Carlyle began coaching 
in Ottawa, Ontario, at age 
16 after completing his own 
swimming career. 
He spent nine years there, 
which included eight years 
coaching a local swim club 
and one year coaching part- 
time for the Carleton Uni- 
versity swim team. 
He was also working on 
I1 
his Bachelor of Arts degree 
in Psychology. 
Coaching full-time with 
the university wasn’t pos- 
sible, and with none of his 
swimmers making the ‘92 
Olympic team and his top 
swininiers retiring. i t  was 
time to pursue different op- 
portunities. he said. 
That’s when he applied 
for and was awarded the 
Bluebacks coaching job and 
made the move here. 
Over his career Carlyle 
has coached regional, pro- 
vincial. national and interna- 
tional swimmers. 
He believes he’ll contin- 
ue to follow the Bluebacks 
in their swimming careers. 
“I’m sure that I ‘ l l  be 
looking i n  the newspaper 
and watching on the Internet 
to see how they’ll be doing.” 
he said. 
The Bluebacks recognize 
that switching coaches will 
be a challcnge but one focus 
of their teaching has been 
that change is a good thing, 
Carlyle said. 
As swimmers move to 
higher levels, they often 
switch coaches. 
“We always encourage 
the swimmers to act like 
sponges and soak i n  as much 
information as they can,” he 
said. 
Many swim coaches and 
high-level swimmers have 
visited the club to share their 
knowledge and experience 
so the Bluebacks could have 
opportunities to learn differ- 
ent ideas and philosophies. 
Getting a new coach is a 
great opportunity to contin- 
ue that learning, he said. 
Carlyle’s replacement, 
Roman Ramirez, was on the 
Mexican Olympic team in 
1954 and has coached in On- 
tario for a number of years. 
Ramirez will bring his 
o\vn style of coaching and 
adni ini s t ra t ion to the club, 
Carlyle said. 
Carlyle’s not sure what’s 
next i n  his career. only that 
he will still frequent the pool 
with Zacharp, his son. who 
loves 1he water. 
JONATHON HARTMAN, from The Peak radio station in Smithers, buckles up before his winning drive at the Media Challenge on the Terrace 
Speedway July 8. Hartman dethroned previous champ Brooke Neys of CFTK-TV, who came in fourth. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
New media champ crowned 
MEDIA STARS buzzed around the track and a new 
champ drove away with the trophy in the highlight 
race of the day at the Terrace Speedway July S. 
Local media driving queen CFTK announcer 
Brooke Neys was joined by CFTK-TV switcher 
Samantha Seltenrich, Terrace Stmtdnrd summer 
student reporter Sarah Artis and Smithers radio 
announcer Jonathon Hartman, and the foursome 
put on an entertaining show for fans. 
Hartman took the lead early and although Ar- 
tis kept close to him on each lap. she didn‘t have 
the speed to beat him to the first-place checkered 
flag. 
Seltenrich came third and Neys, who drove 
like a seasoned professional but had some diffi- 
culty, finished in fourth place. 
She saved the car a couple of times as it slid 
sideways off corner two but the vehicle got away 
from her and she spun out, ending her hopes of 
repeating as media champion. 
All four drivers had fun and all said they want- 
ed to come back and race again next year. 
Local bomber and thunder drivers burned up 
the track that night as well, including a record 
number of rookie C-class bomber drivers. 
Debby Reinhardt. the C-class points leader. 
en-joyed racing against the newcomers and said 
they all did a great job on the track. 
Audrey Kerr pushed her car as hard as it would 
go in the C-bomber heat race to edge out Rein- 
hardt. An amazing feat since Kerr‘s car devel- 
oped a flat tire partway through the race when she 
and Reinhardt‘s car clashed. 
Reinhardt said she could see the tire going flat 
and didn‘t want to get too close in case i t  blew 
while she was passing. 
Reinhardt came back with a vengeance in the 
C-bomber main and took the checkered flag. 
The B-bomber drivers suffered a few spins and 
onc incident at turn three with one car going off 
the track into the trees for the second consecutive 
race. 
“We told car owner Jacob Olson that if his 
driver wants to help with niaintenance around the 
track. we just need the grass cut, no more log- 
ging.” said Speedway spokesperson Blair Coset. 
Loset’s 15-year-old son Justin dominated the 
B-bomber main race. winning his first trophy and 
celebrating at the finish line with his proud father. 
The A-bomber drivers proved that clean racing 
is possible and fun for Apectators. 
Ken Hawkins won the A-bomber heat and Paul 
Fleming pulled away from the rest of the field to 
win the A-bomber main. 
The thunder cars recorded some impressive 
times. 
Blair Loset and Jose Pires each took two 
checkered flags in the A- and B-thunder classes 
while Dave Reinhardt won the A-thunder heat 
and John Algor won the A-main race. 
Len McArtliur could have won the hard luck 
trophy. but after having considerable trouble with 
his car, said he will be back nest race day. 
All the regular drivers and hopefully a f e\v new 
ones will take to the track for the IMemorial Race 
Day and Kedneck Rampage July 22 and 23 
Memorial Day is dedicated to past Speedway 
members who are gone hut not forgotten. 
Redneck Rampage. has been described as a 
“weird and outrageous“ day and spectators are 
sure to see some unexpected things done with 
race cars. 
%' 
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FAX 250.638.8432 word ads: classif ieds@terracestandard.com 
I or for classified display advertising: advertising8terracestandard.com MONDAY TO Friday gam-4pm 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
3 Announcements 0 
6 Anniversaries 
9 Births 
12 Birthdays 
15 Church 
18 Coming Events 
21 Congratulations 
24 Engagement/ 
Weddings 
30 in Memoriam 
33 Obituaries 
36 Thanks 
0-49 
155 Antiques 
160 Appliances 
165 Arts 8. Crafts 
170 Auctions 
175 Building Materials 
180 Computers 
185 Consignments 
190 Firearms 
195 Firewood 
200 Free Give Away 
205 Furniture 
210 Garage Salos 
215 Gordon Equipment 
220 Miscellaneous 
225 Music 
230 Sporting Goods 
235 Tools 
240 Trade Or Swap 
I ,  
690 Mining , 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday fallson a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
THURSDAY AT 4 P.M. 
for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET, 
(, 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 1) 
RECREATIONAL 
700-749 
705 Aircraft 
71 0 ATV's 
715 BoatdMarine 
725 Motorcycles 
730 5,Renlols V's 
740 Snowmobiles 
745 TradelSwap 
,;I 720 Houseboats 
282 Tutoring 
286 Volunteers 
290 Work Wanted 
342 Landscaping/ 
Gardening 440 Houses 
344 Machinelwelding 444 Miscellaneous 
346 Mlsc. Services 448 Mobilo Homes 
452 Modular Homes 348 Music Lessons 
456 60 Rooms  a Roard 
350 Painting 
352 Paving 
354 Photography 464 SeniordReliremenI 590 RV sites 
356 Piumblng Acconimodations 
468 Shared 358 Pools/Spas 
360 Roofing 
362 Snowplowing 
364 Travel 
366 Trucking 
368 Yard 8 Garden 
436 HalldAuditoriums 542 8 Farms/Ranches o  Salc or R nt 
554 Houses 
560 Lakeshore 
566 Mobiles 
572 Modular Homes 
578 Open Houso 
584 Out of Town ' 
596 Townhouses 
SERVICES 300-399 
302 Accounting 
304 Appliances 
306 Automotive 
308 Uudding Services 
310 Catering 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
~ WORD ADS ARE PLACED IN The Terrace Standard,' 
Northern Connector plus the Northern Daily. 
1 Week (Standard, Connector & 5 Daily ) $21.20*(incii.20 GST) 
2 Weeks (2 Standard, 2 Connector & 10 Daily ) $31.80*(in@.1.80 GST) 
3 Weeks (3 Standard, 3 Connector & 15 Daily ) $39.75*(inc.2.25 GST) 
Additional words (over 20) 30$ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL FILE SERVICE 
$14.56 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excluding obituaries $9.52 col.in 
OBITUARIES INTERNET POSTING ($10.00)+$9.52 col.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING $16.80 per column inch 
312 Carpentry 
314 Child Care 
316 Cleaning 
318 Construction 
320 Drywall 
322 Educatiom'Tutoring 
324 Electric 
326 Excavation 
328 Finance/Mortgage 
330 Handyman 
332 Home Improvement 416 CablndCottages ' 506 AcreageslLots 
334 Home Support 420 Commercial 51 2 CabindCottages 660 Equipment 
I 670 Loggingmimber 336 House Sitting 424 Condos 518 Commercial 
680 Machinery 338 Investment 428 DuplexlFourplex Businesses 340 Janitorial 432 For Rent Or Sale 524 Commercial 
INDUSTRY 650-699 
answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid 
loss. 
All clalms of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 
days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace 
Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published shall be 
limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the 
portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or omitted item only, and 
that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
. 
(' L 
Accommodations 
472 Storage 
476 Suites 
480 Tourist 
Accommodations 
484 Townhouses 
488 Wanted To Rent 
492 Warehouses 
PETSIFARM 600-699 
606 Boarding 
612 Farm Equipment 
61 8 Foed 8 Seed 
624 Fruit/Produce/Meat 
630 Horsos 
636 Livestock 
642 Pets 
648 Trailers REAL ESTATE 500-599 
AUTOMOTIVE 750-799 
756 Canopies 
762 Cars 
768 Classics I 
774 Parts 
786T~Cks  * 
780 SUV'S a 4x43s 
792 Vans/Buses (, 
PERSONAL 50-99 
'55 Business Personals 
60 Healtillbeauty 
65 Lost B Found 
70 Personals 
75 Psychics 
80 Singles 
85 TravelmoursNacation 
- 
WANTED 100-149 
125 Wanted 
RENTAL 400-499 
404 Apartments 
408 Bachelor Suite 
41 2 Basement Suite 
EMPLOYMENT 250-299 
254 Business 
Opportunities 
258 Careers 
262 Daycare 
266 Education 
270 Help Wanted 
274 Professional 
278 Skilled Trades 
NOTICESITENDERS 
800-849 
81 5 Legal Notices 
830 Tenders MERCHANDISE 
150-249 
The Terrace Standard,,reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the pmvincial Human 
Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and employment 
when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any 
advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply Service, 
and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an 
adverthment will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. Those 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$6.86 per issue, plus GST ($13.72 per week). 
DOGSLED TEAM would love 
your freezer burnt meat. 250- 
ALL ABOARD The Armstrong 638-01 50 (29p3)' 
Explorer! Steam Trainwinery FAMILY WANTING to purchase 
Tour Sept. 2/06. $149./Adult. home on small acreage or a 
Lunch includedl Limited Seating! home with larger yard in and 
www.royalinteriortours.ca around Terrace. Call 403-851 - 
01 60 (29~3) 1-866-632-3456. 
Um 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
since 1946 
Bronze Plaques 
Terrace Crematorium 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
Furd srr& 
BLUE KONA Fire Mountain 
mountain bike. Lost at Christy 
Park - June 30. Contact 250- 
638-0847. $50 reward for re- 
turn. (28~2) 
b 4 
258-638-791 8 
Construction 4800 Stmume Avenue 
I Construction in process for the 
* 4800 block of Straume Avenue 
Construction from June 12 thru August 1 1, 2006 
Monday - Friday 7 :OO a.m. to 5:OO p.m. 
ROAB CLOSED - OPEN TO LOCAL TRAFFIC ONLY December 30, 1943 July 13, 2001 
The ioy we had togelher, 
How sweet its memory still; 
'' & Chris and Julie Pike 
Please slow down and watch for flag persons/ 
construction workers and advisory signs. 
The Terrace Economic Development Authority i s  seeking 
BOARD MEMBERS 
"TEDA is ;I non-government orginization (NGO) charged with promotion, 
enhiincement, rccruittiictit iind retention of business and industry in [lie Temcc 
arm, in an effort to support and sustain a strong vibrimt economy. 
The board i s  structured so tiiernbersliip cliaricterizcs a broid cro 
economic ititcrests in Tcniicc, and sliould ;ittempt to include. but iirc not limited 
to. representiition frotii SCCIOIX S U C ~  its: 
Forcstty Health 
Finiinciitl ' Rctiiil 
hlining Trinsportntion 
' Lcg:d 
Aliiriiiiiiuni tiiitnu~;icturing 
Conainictioti iind I>evcloptiie~it 
G:is iitd Energy Utilities 
I~duciition Coti?iiiutiiciitions iuid 
Induslrial Supply and Scrvicc 
Ijgot: woirld like lo be a rolurrleer member for a hvo gear lerni on llre mosl 
excitirrg arid dgrtamic board irr Terrace, please submit a brief hiographjl by 
Wliolcsalc and Distribution 
Liihour 
' Kcid Estrv 
Tcclinolog y 
August 2, 2006 to; 
economic terrace development 
#?01-5621 Lakelse Aven,ue, 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 1p9 
fax 250 635 4152 email info@teda.ca 
205-635-4168 
,\LL suhnlissions \vi11 be considerod hy a con~mi~iec, slruck by our funding partners. 
Tlrr Cirv r ~ f ~ r r r t w  a d  rhc Tcrrtrce d Disrricr Cltt~mbrr f fC(~frr~~rc t i t .  
TJERNSTROM, KYLA HELEN died suddenly 
on Tuesday, July 4,2006 at Princeton, British 
Columbia, at 20 years of age. 
K y l ~  was born in Terrace, B.C. on December 
She is survived by her loving partner and 
best friend, Gerod Norman, her daughter 
lordin Katie. her oarents: Ron and Terri 
Tjerndrom and brdther Rayne, her parents in law; Slim and Roni 
Norman, all of Princeton, and her sister-in-law Jessica (Jamie) Soder- 
drom of Kamloops. Predeceased by her yrondpa, Ralph Rumpel and 
sister-in-law, Kotie Norman. 
announce the marriage of their daughter 
KRISIY LEIGH RANDWUP 
it Union, Princeton, B.C In Terrace, 
nations can be made at Carters 
wellers in the Skeena Mall. 
Arrangements are entrusted to 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 
APPRAISALS NORTHWEST, a real estate appraisal and consulting 
business headquartered in Terrace and providing services throughout 
Northwestern British Columbia, is seeking an Administrative Assistant. 
The Administrative Assistont will be perform a variety of general office duties, 
including telephone, reception, bookkee B ing, mail, filing, photocopying, as 
well as assist in compiling appraisal an consulting reports. 
The successful candidate should possess the following experience and skills: 
Practical experience with Microsoh Word and Excel, as well as bosic 
database, networking, internet, graphic and digital 
* Good communication skills both written and verbal. 
* Strong comprehension and organizational skills, and ability to multi-task 
This is a permanent, part-time position (16-20 hours per week). 
Those interested in this position should submit resumes by email: anw@telus.net 
or fox (250) 638-8056. Deadline for application i s  July 24,r2006. 
We thank ali who submit resumes for this position. Only those selected for 
interviews will be, contacted. 
accountin 
photogra$y sohare. 
and ,work with minimal supervision. 
I UTILITY TRAILER for sinale snowmobile or ATV. Excell& condition, $800.00. Power gen- erator Gen-Set, 750 watt, ex- cellent condition, $400.00. 18' Chestnut freighter canoe, 2 paddles, 2 life jackets, fish find- er and vinyl cover. $1000.00. E2 load boat trailer, $800.00, 4 camper tie-down brackets. HOCKEY/RINGElTE GEAR w/ hockey bag, shin, elbow pads, gloves, chest protector, cup, padded hockey shorts, socks, $35.00 250-635-3423 (27p3) 
helmet wlface -mask & hockey 
jersey $1 00; SimsO computer 
game never used plus other kids 
games $75. Twin mattress $15; FREEZER BURNT meat, fish, Flooring Distributor 
Feltboard easel $1 0. Indoorelec- and bones for sleddogs. Will Now Selling Direct! 
pick UP. Please call 250-635- 8 & 12 ml Laminate, 200 choic- tric grill $25; classic blue recliner 
3772 (21 p6) es from $.49sq/ft $20; old snowboard needs new 
3 1/4" Exotic pre fin and Oak pre $25; kids race Snow sled $10; 
GE SELF-CLEAN electric stove, fin, many chOices.$l.ggSq/ft breakfast nook w/2 connecting 
solid burners, almond colour, ex- Oak, Maple, Ash en@- benches & 2 chairs $100 obo; 
cellent condition. 250-635-3788 neered ....................... $2.99sq/ft old grey corner couch $50; 5.5 
$250 7 TONS MORE! gal. Hagen aquarium, includes 
- 1-800-631 -3342 lights, rocks, video, filters, food 
MOBILITY AND in-home $25. Call 250-635-31 91 even- 
assistance equipment: 1 manual 
wheelchair $40'5; 1 raised toilet 
seat $65; 1 $ommode $75; 1 
walker, no wbleels $80; 1 long Flooring Distributor Now Selling Direct1 12 Laminate, 200 ,.hoic- handled assist reacher $25; 1 
plastic bathrub safety rail $70; es from ................. $.49sq/ft 
7Yunfin or pre fin Fir. .... $.99sq/ ' plated bathtub safety 
Y rail $25: 1 bathtub chair $70 
................. 
7" unfin or pre fin Fir .... $.99sq/ft binding $8; snowboard boots 
ings- (29~3) 
I L  
3 1/4" Exotic pre fin and Oak pre 
fin, many choices.fil.99sqIft 
Oak, Maple, Ash engi- 
neered...., ................. .$2.69sq/ft 
TONS MORE1 
- ~ _ _ _ _  
MOVING MUST sell household 
furniture. 250-631 -9561 9 a.m. 
- 5 p.m. (29pl) 
WALNUTCOFFEE table. Leath- 
erette easy chair, corner table, 
telephone bench table, futon 
and mattress, single size fold- 
up bed and mattress. 250-635- 
1 bedside pole with padded 
handle bar $195. Please call 
Gall at 250-635-4004 (29~3) 
NATURAL GAS barbeque 
(used) $50: large bathroom mir- 
ror, approx. 3' high x 10' long 
$25. 250-638-1508 after 5 p.m. 
Man - Fri. All day weekends. 
(29~2) 
VANCOUVER TICKET SERVICE 
Located in the Hampton Inn Ho- 
tel. Concerts, Sports. Foo Fipht- 
ers, Red Hot Chili Peppers, The 
Phantom, Slayer, Vans Warped 
Tour, II Divo, Marniers, Sea- 
hawks. Hotel accom available 
Never used. 
New cost $3300. 
Now $3OOO 
847-5699 
rage sale. New and used build- 
ing supplies of all types. Electri- 
cal, heating, plumbing, wood, 
piping, metal flashings, metal 
roofing, doors, frames, hard- 
ware, flooring. Located at the 
rear of the old Co-op Building 
Supply 291 2 Molitor. (29~2) 
SILENT AUCTION 
'98 Wabash Tand Van, Trlr 53'- 
'97 Enviro Tank 9OOOL on 
'03 Globalstar Sat Phone, car 
'03 Globalstar car kit, hands free 
ing bids). For pics, more info, or 
bid sheet, contact Blair @ blair@ 
nels-ebiz.ca 
clean dry, no decal (($2500) ... 
tandem trlr, no decal ($7500) ... 
kit, hands free kit 2@ ($800) ... 
kit, no phone ($500) ... ...( open- 
F a :  250-365-4856 
Cell: 250-304-91 94. 
OWS. Brown or White - fits up 
to 36" x 4 0  $15. each +ship- 
ping. 1-877-570-8733 
surreynewandused.con1 
BUG SCREENS FOR WIND- 
Ultimate Security Inc. Security Training 
School is holding a Basic Standards 
Training level 1&2 Course (BST 1&2). 
All interested applicants must be 18 
years of age and have no criminal 
record. The cost of the course is $495 
+ GST. To apply fax a brief letter of 
interest with you name address and 
telephone number to: (250) 635-0840 or 
(250) 847-5561 or e-mail your resume 
to UltimateSecurity@Telus.net 
MOVING OUT Sale to view call 
250-635-0885 after 500 p.m. 
large office desk, & computer 
side desk $1 50, hairdressing 
chair and wall unit, good condi- 
tion $275, 120V shop compres- 
sor $125, sm. white microwave 
$40, 13" Tv with VHS $60, 1- 
27" Toshiba TV ex. con. $275, 
grey floral antique French provin- 
cial love seat $450, single bed 
w mattress headboard & night 
table new $350, Queen Anne 
end tables ex condition $120 
ea., 2 Tiffany lamps $100,each, 
printer and office desk with 
hutch $350, G.E. stove with con- Restaurant for lease. 45 seat 
vection oven L.N. $700, swivel coffee shop, 55 seat licensed 
office chair ex. cond. Burgundy dining room. Excellent facility in 
color $80. !995 Ford Mustang In Houston, B.C: Houston Motor 
mint condition, 3.8 V6, auto, P/ Inn, phone 1-250-845-71 12 or 
W,P/B, ,n-#-n, sunroof, low M, $1 2,500.' 'fax 1-250-845-3580 (1 7p3) 
Restaurant for lease Prince Ru- 
pert BC. Availa6le Sept. 1/2006. 
90 seat restaurant and food serv- 
ice for 150 seat banquet room 
and 180 seat pub. The Moby 
Dick Inn - busy, family owned ho- 
tel located in downtown Prince 
Rupert; BC. Contact John Grey 
O 1-250-624-6961 for more in- 
formation. 
AVAllABLE IMMEDIATELY 
el& -end willing d run 
FISHING GEAR. Freshwater, I USA and poesess good 
saltwater, Ambassadeur 7000, 
Ambassadeur 9000, Penn 49m, 
Penn 68. Halibut rod, new. Sal- 
mon rods. Kitlmat's. Coho's. \!\ 
hoochlds, . flashers, . dodgers; 
downrlgger weights. 250-635- 
5072 evenings. (29~3) 
APPRENTICE MECHANICl& 
LOT ATTENDANT REQUIRED 
Due to business volumes, we have an immediate 
opening for a second Lot Attendant/Car Detailer. 
k t  have a valid drivers license. Experience not 
necessary but preferred. Mechanic must have 1 st 
year mechanical apprentice or pre-apprentice. 
Please apply in person with resume to: 
SALES MANAGER 
msuBARu @mma 
Highway 16E. Terrace - 635-7286 
Take a closer look. 
UNIVERSITY CREDIT PROGRAM 
Northwest Community College is commifted to 
e m p h p e n t  equity and encoumges applications from 
First ahons ple women, rsons wih disabilities 
a n K e m L s  of vi&e minorifies. 
We thank all applicants for their interest; 
however, only those selected for 
on interview will be contacted. 
Closing Date: July 26, 2006 
NaRmMmT 
I--wuul 
lake a closer look. 
I .  
If you are an entliuslastlc team player, A&W Is the place for yaul We have 
apportunitles Icrcashlers, Wtchen staff, and supervisors. At A&W we offer: 
flexible hours competitive wages a great team1 
If you are a mature individual and are available for both 
A.M. and P.M. 'shifts, please apply in person with resume to 
A&W, 4616 Keith A m ,  Terrace, Tuesday to Saturday 9:OO a.m. to 5%0 p m  
Apdytoday- Wemntloherrfrompu! 
0 - - -  
'I @@ 
Consultants is currently 
and seasonal positions 
Duties, may include, but are 
and silviculture 
Terrace area. We are 
motivated and team-oriented 
not limited to the following: 
Enaineers: 
Road and cutblock layout and traversing 
Timber cruising 
Road and Cutting Permit preparation 
Report pre aration 
Waste an B Residue surveys 
GPS traversing 
Crew supervision 
Preference will be given to RFl's or RFT eligible individuals 
who can demonstrate 5 years coastal experience in the 
activities noted above. 
Silviculture Surveyors: 
0 Forest health, free growing, regen and survival surveys 
Silviculture treatment supervision 1 
Silvi,culture treatment boundary traversing 
Growth and Yield measurements 
Preference will be given to individuals who can 
demonstrate experience in the activities noted above and  
to individuals that are Certified Surveyors. 
Wages are competitive and based on experience and 
oerformance. Only those applicants chosen for an 
interview will be contacted. Please forward resume with, 
Nork references prior to July 28, 2006 to: 
Human Resources 
Cypress Forest Consultants Ltd. 
5 1 13 Keith Ave. 
Terrace, BC 
V8G 1K8 
Fax: 250-635-092 1 
Email: cypress@monarch.net 
COASTAL GUARDIAN COMMUNiTY LIAISON 
Qualifications: The p 
Community development and/or community-based 
training initiatives 
Coordination and facilitation of communications 
behveen individuals and groups with diverse 
backgrounds and experiences 
Preferred Skills will include; 
A degree or diploma in Natural Resource 
A knowledge of, and experience with, relevant 
Strong interpersonal, facilitation, communication and 
Ability to work with minimal supervision 
management or o related field 
regional and local political issues 
organizational skills 
Applicants mayrequesta complete list of duties and responsibilities 
from the Human Resources Department, NWCC. 
Respond in confidence by submitting a current 
resume and quoting competition #06.0866 to soates@ 
nwcc.bc.ca with "Coastal Guardian Liaison" in heading. 
Northwest Community College is commirted fo employment equify 
persons with disabilities and members of visi rPleJ le minorities. 
and encouraqes applications From first Naiions 
We thank 011 applicants for their interest; 
however, only those selected for 
an interview will be contacted. 
Closing date: July 28, 2006 
NaKmwim -w 
Take a cbser look. 
I, 
i 
I 
SICK OF your job? Get paid 
what you're worth working far 
yourself. Call 1-800-231 -0230 
or visit www.timeofmylife.info 
Class 1 Driver required for su- 
per train flat deck long haul. 
Min. 1 yc'experience. Our driv- 
ers average over .6O/mile on 
revenue sharing. Benefits avail- 
able. One meal allowance per 
day. Call 250-682-0321. Leave 
Adoptive Families Association of BC 
Adoption Support Coordinator 
BREAKTHROUGH Marketing 
System! How To Make Thou- 
sands Weekly! No selling & Not 
MLM www.GetPaidl23.com 
Required immediately. Parts 
person at busy RV dealership 
in Kamloops. Must have good 
people and organizational 
skills. Call Paul (250)372-0600. 
Email info@jubileerv.com fax: 
Are you a Chef who twes the 
outdoors, has a strong work 
ethic and a positive attitude? 
Our remote fishing lodge in the 
Smithers area is seeking an ex- 
perienced Chef and housekeep- 
er for our 2006 season. Great 
pay and a once-in-a-life-time ex- 
perience. Please Fax Resumes 
to: 250-577-31 04 or email: fislq- 
NY recruiting part-time detail- babine@hotmait.com 
BUSINESS builders: New t i  ers to call on major local retail- 
BC: Anti-aging skin care cream ers. Hours flexible and varied. 
formulated in Switzerland, $1 5hr. Computer reporting 
Amazing results in 3 days. Work Preferred. Resumes to: ~Ossn~d 
from home pah'time, full-time. dickOrepswest.net Or f W  604- 
Money back guaranteed. Start 513-9326. 
nowt 1-888-995-1398, Purelys- TELEPHONE OPERATORS re- 
wiss@shaw.ca auired bv exDandina KamlooDs 
(250)374-6186. 
Inland Kenworth Parker Pacific 
in Houston, B.C. 
is looking for CERTIFIED COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT 
MECHANIC with gear & engine experience.' Also 
looking for CERTIFIED GENERAL REPAIR MECHANIC. 
Top wages paid, relocation funds are available. CVlP 
ticket an asset. 
AFABC is looking for a dynamic, energetic and skilled 
community organizer, based in Terrace or Smithers to 
coordinate i t s  services in t h e  Northwest. Experience in 
famiLy support and adoption, ability t o  travel, and 
home office facilities are required. Flexible 10hrs/wk. 
Send resume and cover le t ter  t o  
hirinacomrnitteet@bcadoution.com or fax them to 
604-320-7350 by Fri. July 28. No calls please. For 
more details v i s i t  our website. 
www.bcadoption.com 
FASHION ACCESSORIES 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 
FOR EXCEPTIONAL SALES 
PERSONNEL AT OUR 
SKEENA MALL STORE: message. 
ESTABLISHED VANCOUVER Full-time, wages and commissions, positive, 
ener etic, serious-minded 
indivickals. Also opening for 
Management Trainee. Apply 
Island Fiberglass manufacturing 
business has full time positions 
for experienced fiberglass lam- 
ination manufacturer, chopper 
gun. Submit resume via fax 1- 
(2501248-2288. REFERENCES 
LICENSED AUTOMOTIVE 
TECWNECBAN 
needed for growing Vernon KIA Dealership. 
Successful C a n d i d a t e  will have: /i 
Demonstrated ability t o  w o r k  on all,rnakes 
Wi l l ingness to continuously improve  skills 
Ability t o  pe r fo rm out  of province safety 
'Progressive at t i tude and strong work ethic. 
Vernon KIA offers a compet i t ive wage and 
benef i t  package. If you ore interested in joining 
a progressive f ranchised dealer for the Fastest 
Growing Automaker  in the world, please sub- 
m i t  your resume to accounting@vernonkia.com 
or Fax 12501 545-7626. 
' and models of cars and l ight  trucks. 
through training. 
inspections. 
I) ' I in person. No phone calls. I IL 
A..wEL 
MERCHANDISING COMPA- 
- 
MacCarthy GM has a n  immediate oDenina for a n  
A maior retailer is lookinn ~ _ _  - 'I Basic accounting knowledge i s  an asset.. 
Must provide references. Forward resume to: for-people to work an - 
I assigned schedule 
assessing the customer 
service skills 
of our employees. 
$9.76/hour, plus kilometers 
(Minimum wage during 
training). EOE. 
Inquire on line at 
W~.aUalitVShooDer.Ora 
( I  
MacCarthy Motors ( Terrace ) Ltd. 
VERY EXPERIENCED previous 
nanny and mother of 1, willing 
to babysit in Haugland area. 
Reasonable rates. Far more in- 
formation contact Charlene at 
part-time positions available for 
weekend, early morning 8 even- 
ing shifts. W ~ s t  have accurate 
typing skills 8 a pleasant phone 
mmV3r. Reliable transpoflation 
required. Training bonus. Fax 
resume to: (250)374-4126. Attn: 
Operations Manager. 
Training Programs. Taylor Pro Lowest Hook Rates. No 
Training Ltd. 250-860-7624 or RefIKds- Everyone Approved. 
Free 1-877-860-7627. Ask Call Today. Toll Free 1-877-852- 
About our Heavy Equipment Op- 122 Reconnect* 
erators Training classes. www. ICBC Approved Class One Driv- 
taylorprodriving .corn ing Instructor and Driver Coach's 
as well as an Experienced Exca- 
'perator Training vator Operator instructor. Must 
Programs' 5i and week Pro- have excellent Communication 
grams. Advanced 'lass One and Instructional skills' SIGN- 
Driver Training. Taylor Pro Train- ING BONUS as well 'as ~0~ 
free 1.877-860-7627. 
250-635-2677 (29~3) 
ing Ltd. 250-860-7624 or Toll WAGES PAID, Apply to F ~ :  
250-860-7644. 
Maintenance Supervisor re- 
quired by Ted Leroy Trucking 
' Mechanics and Ltd, to oversee the maintenance 
Gas Mechanics required !ar of our logging and road building 
Chemainus shop and logging equipment, for our Johnstone 
camp situated on Vancouver 1s- Straits and North Island Opep 
land, BC. Please fax resume to ations. This position be 
(250)246-5440. Attention: Mike &sed out of ~i~~~ 
on Vancouver Island, BC. .eP- Cousins. 
Experienced Truck Driver to plicant must possess a solid 
haul logs in the Vanderhoof and mechanical background and 
Fort St. James area. Cali 250- have strong organizational and 
567-2740 82. Or fax w x ~ m e  to: 250- interpersonal cellent communication qualities, skills, have ex- be 
ALARM TECH Are you looking computer literate and have the 
to get aut of the rat race? Prices ability to multi-task. The suc- 
Alarm seeks licensed TQ alarm cessful candidate will receive 
technicians. Opportunities at an excellent wage and benefits 
locations across Vancouver Is- package. Please fax resume 
land. We offer an industry com- with' references to: Ted Leroy 
petitive compensation program Trucking Ltd, (250)246-5440, At- 
including relocation allowance. tention: Mike Cousins. Thank 
Fax resume: 1-250-384-4132. you for your interest, but only 
Attention: File #JV008. those selected for an interview 
will be contacted. 
' 
5004 Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5S5 
Attention: Marilyn 
Openings for 
' 
p Northern Vacuum and Sewing Center 
i s  looking for an upbeat, energetic employee for the position 
of vacuum & sewing machine sdesperson. This position requires 
someone who i s  motivated, a quick learner,' customer service 
oriented, and has the ability to work within a team environment. 
hJllmTime or Pat'bTime 
COOK 
We are looking for someoie who is  dependoble, has initiative 
and the desire to succeed. This is a full-time position that would 
require the successful candidate to work some Saturdays. 
Experience in sales would be an asset. 
Please drop a resume to 4435 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace. BC. 
attention manager. No phone calls please. 
.Experience is an asset. 
Apply in person at the 
EVERGREEN PUB 
5430 Hwy. 16 West 
or fax resume to 
635-0822. ' 
Emco Corporation, one of Canada's leading Plumbing, HVAC, Hydronics, 
I Industrial Pipe, Valve & Fifting wholesale distribution organizations, is  
looking for an enthusiastic and dynamic individual to fill the position of 
Counter Sales/Material Handler 
The primary responsibility of this position is  to deliver exce$ional level 
of customer service. Duties include order taking and expediting, pricing 
and stock inquiries, efficient movement of product within the warehouse, 
shipping and receiving. 0 
Minimum Grade I 2  education, ability to work with a minimum of supervision 
in a fast-paced team environment with good organjzational skills. 
If you are interested in this position please forward your resume by fax to 
Kent Keenleyside at (250) 6354613. Closing date is July 31st, 2006. 
I I 
Glacier Toyota Dynamic retail home centre is looking for Plumbing/ 
Electrical sales person. ldeai 
candidate will have minimum 5 
years experience in plumbing/ 
electrical field, will be self 
motivated, able to work in a 
fast-paced retail environment. 
Computer knowledgean asset. 
Successful candidate must 
possessexcellent interpersonal 
skills as this position should 
lead to management. We offer 
complete salary and benefits 
package. 
Please send resume to: 
Tim-Br Mart 
100 Mile House, BC . 
VOK 2E0 
Job #125 
Box999 7 
.-Employment. Oppor.tunitp3vg 
PartdService Advisor 
Glacier Toyota is expanding! As a result we require an 
additional full time Parts/Service Advisor. This energetic, 
positivi person enjoys a high paced work environment and 
is a team player. The successful candidate will be focused 
on customer service and have good organizational skills, 
experience preferred. If your long term goal involves the 
automotive industry this position is for you. 
Submit resume to: 
Glacier Toyota 
Attn: Scott Olesiuk 
Box 3220 
Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2N0 
Are you currently on E1 
or Have you been on E1 in the 
last 3 years 
TDCSS -
CHOICES COMMUNITY LIVING PROGkAM 
If you are a caring, motivated, energetic individual 
who i s  interested in a career with people with 
developmental disabilities, we welcome your a plication 
at the Choices Community living Program. fhere are 
ongoing $opportunities for advancement in our growing 
organization. I 
You must be 19 ears of a e or over. 
Successful applicants will have a criminal record 
We support and encourage cultural diversity 
Extensive in-service training will be provided. 
Applicants must I: e availab 3 e to do shift work. 
check screening. 
Pleure pick up an a plication brm at the 
Choices Communi h i n g  Propram Office 
Employment Services at 4530 Lekelre Avenye. 
Thanks to all those who applx but only those 
considered for an interview will he contacted. 
at 4916 Lazelle z venue (635- 863) or at 
847-9302 
- -  . .  
or 0 Were you on Special. 
Benefits in 'the past 5 years 
'The Skeena Native Develo ment Society in close partnership with a local private sector partner is  seeking appli- 
These positions are with one of the busiest Road Building contractors in Northwestern British Columbia. One 
position is located in Smithers with the other position located in Terrace. 
Preference will be given to First Nations individuals with strong mechanical abilities. The successful individual 
must be self motivated, outgoing and must have excellent interpersonal skills. 
Given that this position is an apprentice trade position the following qualifications are essential for this position: 
cations from motivated an B qualified individuals to fill 2 full-time positions of Heavy Duty Mechanic Apprentices. and Not currently enrolled in 
school or training 
CONTACT US! 
- Grade 12 raduation preference w/ a minimum of English 10, Math 10 and Science 10 
- BC Driversgicense 
- Must, be able to work in a physically demanding environment 
- Fast learner 
- Applicant must be mature and be able to plan and work independently 
Wages will be commensurate on experience and qualifications. -- Only individuals who qualify will be contacted for an interview. _ -  
QUARTERLY BONUSES AT DENNY'S!! 
Terrace Family Restaurant seeks qualified 
General Manager to lead team to excellence1 
We provide above-average salary* 
and benefits in return for your efforts. 
*($4O,OOO/year +, depending on experience) 
Are you looking for a challenge? 
Are you able to work in a fast-paced 
environment? Do ypu strive to keep your 
guests happy? We're looking for you1 
Please submit your resume to Mr. Peter Readman, 
District Manager, at preadman@dennys.ca 
or fax to (604) 730-4645 
The Skeena Native Development Society in close partnershi with a local private sector partner is  seeking a p  
p' ocated 60 km's East of Terrace with a Wilderness Resort. 
Preference will be given to First Nations individuals with artistic and creative skills. The successful individual will 
be well versed in food safety and handling. 
Given that this position i s  an apprentice trade position the following qualifications are essential for this position: 
ications from motivated and qualified individuals to fill a fu P I-time position of Cook Apprentice. This position is 
. Grade 12 graduation preference w/ a minimum of English 10, Math 10 and Science 10 - Introductorv Exoerience workina in the food industry 
Ultimate Security Inc. is looking for 
responsible, dynamic individuals 
to fi l l  security guard positions in 
Terrace, LKitirnat, Sinithers, and Prince 
Rupert. All applicants must possess 
the Basic Standards Training level 1 
& 2 certificate course (BST 1&2) and 
have no criminal record. To apply 
fax resume to: (250) 635-0840 or (250) 
847-4561 or e-mail your resume to 
UltimateSecurity@Telus.net 
- BCDrivers'licehe with Vehicle" 
- Must be energetic and be able to work in a fast paced environment 
- Fast leorner 
- Applicant must be moture and reliable 
Wages will be commensurate on experience and qualifications. Qnly individuals 
who qualify will be contacted for an interview. 
HELP WANTED .- 
AUDIO /VIDEO SALES PERSQN 
The person that we are looking for is an outgoing 
individual that enjoys meeting the public and has a 
passion for the latest and greatest in electronics. 
The successful person will be working in our car 
stereo, cellphone and audio/video section of our main 
store in terrace. 
This is a full time position that will require the 
successful applicant to work Sundays and Friday 
nights. we offer a great work environment and provide 
a good package of benefits 
MUSICAZ INSTRUMENT SALES PERSON 
The person that we are looking for is an outgoing 
individual that enjoys meeting the public enjoys music 
and plays a musical instrument. 
The successful person will be working in our music 
section in our main store in Terrace. 
This is a part time position that will require the 
successful applicant to work Sundays and Friday 
nights. We offer a great work environment and provide 
a package of benefits. 
PzeaSe send us your resume to sight 6 sound, fiax 
it to 635-3491 or email to sight-and-sound.cn or 
drop it off at our 471 6 Keith Avenue location. 
Accountant - Golden, BC 
Ballast Nedam Canada is the chosen builder of 
Kicking Horse Mountain Resort, the first new all-season 
resort to be built in the Canadian Rockies in 25 years. 
We are currently seeking an Accountant to joiri the team 
for a one year maternity cover contract. 
In this role you will be responsible for all aspects of 
accounting including accounts payable and receivable, 
cash flow, month and year end reports, payroll 
and statutory returns. You will need experience in a 
similar role and an accounting qualification. 
The role can be offered full-time or part-time and salary 
is dependent on experience. 
I 
\ 
The Skeena Native Develo ment Society in close artnership with a local private sector partner is seeking 
applications from motivated)and qualified individua! to fill 2 full-time ositions of Piledriver and Bridgeworker 
CoPumbia. One position is  located in Smithers with the other position located in Terrace. 
Preference will be given to First Nations individuals with a working knowledge of various trades, The successful 
individual must be self motivated, outgoing and must have strong work ethics. 
Given that this position is an apprentice trade position the following qualifications are essential for this position: 
Ap rentices. These positions are with one of the busiest Road Buil 8 ing contractors in Northwestern British 
I 
Full training will be provided. Please forward yourresume 
to Jo@ballastnedamcanada.com or fax 1 250 344 7441. 
2 BEDROOM, new appliances, 
clean, quiet, no pets, available 
immediately, on site manager, . 
close to hospital, $500/month. 
Option to buy. 250-635-0662 
CLEANING STAFF required. 
Regular part time, evenings and 
weekends. Call 250-635-9780 
(27~2) 
JUMP START 
FULL TIME Sales Position for : largest Module Home Distribu- 
tor in BC. Salmon Arm Office. 
Self Starter, Sates experience 
e necessary, customer oriented, : 6 figure income potential. Send : resume to: eaglehomes@sun 
)I wave.net or mail ‘to 441-60th 
St. S.W., Salmon Arm, BC V1E 
: 383. 
1 Kemess Mine Recruitment 
; (2) Electricians 
(4) Heavy Duty Mechanics : (1) Instrumentation Mechanic 
b (1) Instrumentation Apprentice 
, Level3 
’ (1) Mine Operations Foreman . (1) Blaster 
These positions will work at two 
. week in two week out schedule. 
Flights are available from Prince 
George and Smithers. 
(1) Mine Trainer 
(1) Accounting Technician 
* (1) Human Resources Assistant 
These position will work 4 days 
In 3 days out. Flights are avail- . able from Vancouver, Kamloops, 
Kelowna, Williams Lake, Prince 
George and Smlthers. 
To apply forward a resume to: 
Kemess Mine 
Emall: resume8kemess.com 
O.T.H. Enterprises Is looking 
) for 2 Company Drivers to oper- 
: ate Super Trains and 1 Driver to 
’ operate a 53‘ Step Deck: Top 
wages, health plan and home- 
time, Run BC and AB. All new- 
- er equipment, etc. Steady steel 
‘ haul between Vancouver and 
CalgaryEdmonton. Super B 
drivers averaging between -60 . and.66 centdmile. Step Deck 
Fa:  (604)639-8501. 
2 BEDROOM clean and quiet, 
4820 Lazelle, fls, wld, No 
smokinglpets 250-635-4852 or 
leave message 250-638-0046 
(27~3) 
125~3) 
ONE BEDROOM aDartment 
?ARK CLINTON 
MANOR Am. 
available immediately, ‘ secured 
entrv. no smokinaharties. Refer- 
I encis required: 250-635-6122 900 sq, ft, Office/Sales 4624A Greig Ave nished apartment in Thornihill. I ,952 sa. ft, Warehouse 5002 Phole Ave, (Ground Level Store Front Downtown) or 250-61 5-3721 (28~2) ONE SMALL bedroom fur- Unfurnished and partially furnished apts. Bachelor units, one bedroom md two bedroom. Beside swimming pool. One of the best 
maintained apts. in town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
,6157543 or 6353475 
nada 8 48 US states! Call Steve 
or Andre 1-800-663-0099. 
Heavy Duty Mechanic needed 
for busy Coastal Logging com- 
pany. Must be at least 4th year 
apprentice or have extensive 
mechanical experience. Union 
waaes. Fax resume 250-956- 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lend!l If you 
own your own home-you quali- 
www.pioneerwest.com ‘Member 
of the Better Business Bureau. 
AUTO LOAN NOW11 
No credit - Slow credit - Bank- 
fy. 1-877-987-1420. I no pets, references required. ft. 5,600 Sq, ft. Sales/Warehouse 8 6,000 Sq. ft, Cold storage & large fenced compound ONE, Two and three bedrbom ft. SalesMlarehouse 2905 Kenney Street 7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 4820 Hwy 16 West 
Single occupancy. No smoking, 
$360 + $180 security deposit. 
Phone 250-635-2065 (27p3 
apartments for rent. $400 $475, 
$550Hot water included. Se- 
curity on premises. Please call 
250-635-6428 or 250-61 5-0345 
48&* 
Superintendent of Operations, 
The Village of Nakusp is seeking 
d professional to oversee the 
Public Work’s Arena Parks and 
Hot Springs facilities. Details at 
blafieurek9nakusp.com 
FULL TIME retail clerk required. 
Bring resume to Speedee Print- 
ers, 4554 Lazelle Ave. (29pl) 
LOCAL MOTEL has a combined 
chambermaidldesk clerk posi- 
tion available. We are looking 
for someone who is mature, re- 
liable, hard-working and able to 
work unsupervised. Experience 
an asset but not necessary. Ap- 
ply in person with a resume to 
3867 Hwy. 16 East. No phone 
inquiries please. (29~3) 
LOOKING FOR someone to cut 
approx. 80 acres of hay within 
50 km of Terrace. Phone Keith 
at 403-335-2833 (29~2) 
MOUNT LAYTON HotsDrinas 
rupt? First time buyers program 
-no refusals @ Sport VW “CRED- 
IT MAXX“. New, used, all makes. 
Call 1-866-848-1 897, 1-888- 
270-7199. Apply on-line: www. 
creditrebuilders.net. DL3026 
NEED MONEY NOW? 
IF YOU _have equity in your 
home, Wecan help1 Can’t prove 
Income, slow credit, bank says 
NO1 Call Rick at Rick Graves 8 
Associates. 1-604-306-0891. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
ClosetoSchools8 cI 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
Call: 635-4478 
(4ctfn) 
TWO BEDROOM secured apart- 
ment. Downtown, WID, paved 
parking, clean 81 bright. Natural 
gas fireplace. $575 monthly. N/ 
S or N/I? Damage deposit & ref- 
erences reaulred. 250-635-2250 
- 7 -  - -  - - -__ 
/250-635-1622 to view. (ctfn) 
TWO ONE bedroom apartment 
located in d: wntown area $450. 14x60 TRAILER in Thornhill 
month includes heat, hydro. Trailer Park. 2 bedroom, 1 bath, 
Phone Rob 250-635-5652 01 FOUR BEDROOM in new large kitchen and living space, 5 
250-635-0774 (message only) vision on Bench. prefer one year appliances included. Available 
(29~3) immediately, $600/month. 250- 
2 BDRM. 8x20 addition, all 
appliances, Jackpine flats, 
pets allowed. $530/mo, d.d. & 
’ references required. 250-635- 
8131 (25~3) 
2 BEDROOM 14x70, 5 ap- 
pliances, NIS, N/P, references 
required. $675/mo plus securi- 
ty deposit. Call 250-638-8673. 
Available Aua. 1106 (29~3) 
639-2977 (20~2) 
YOUR WEDDING or special ev- 
ent recorded in widescreen high 
definition, edited and saved on 
DVD. ‘Your home videotapes, 
photos digitized to DVD. Phone 
for quote. Panopticon Video 
Services. 250-692-0472 128~3) 
lease. Negotiable and reason- 
able rent to right party. Leave 
message at 250-61 5-9606. 
(29P3) 
2 BEDROOM 15 minutes out 
of town. Fenced front yard. FI  
S, WID. $450/month. Available 
Aug. 112006. Leave message at 
250-635-3547 or 250-696-3293 
128~3) 
3 BEDROOM with 2 bedroom 
basement suite available 
separately or together, garage, 
fenced, extra parking, river front 
on Queensway $600/up and 
$315/down month. Suitable for MALE OWNER share ex- 
923-0201 (28~3) fessional. Call 250-615-9606 
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath, Agar Ave- 
niie,Terrace near park. Recent 
neat , f/s,w/d,dw, no smoking, 
no large pets. $850-900. 250- ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ . e  &,dv$t: Gg 
hookups. Free cable N. Rents 
415 BDRM house on the bench, from $495/month 4514 scan 
wid, dw included, Prefer no fenace 250-635-4980 
pets, available Aug.l5/06 $8501 ( 2 9 ~ )  
month, references required. 
250-830-7882 please leave mes- 
sage for Rob (27~3) 
COZY TWO bedroom house in 
lower Thornhill, large yard, de- 
tached garage, available imme- 
diately. 250-635-7902 (29~2) 
EXECUTIVE HOME on 5 acres 
in town. 4 bdrs.. double aaraae. 
working single or couple. 250- ecutive home with working Pro- 
reno, large yard, nlg Or ,wood THREE BEDROOM townhous- 
635-2839 (27~3) 
BACHELOR SUITE for rent 
close to town. No pets, no par- 
tying, damage deposit and 
reference required. Rent $4001 
month. Available now. Phone 
250-638-8874 (2903) drivers averaging .50 and .60 ’ centdmile. Paid twice/month. is looking for housekeepd clean team persons. Please fax 
resumes to 250-798-2478 or ap- 
ply in person. (29~3) 
QUARTERLY BONUSESat Den- 
ny’s! Terrace Family restaurant 
seeks qualified general manag- 
er to lead team to excellence! 
We provide above-average sal- 
ary * and benefits in return for 
your efforts. ‘($40,00O/year +, 
depending on experience) Are 
you looking for a challenge? Are 
you able to work in a fast-paced 
environment? Do you strive to 
keep your guests happy? We’re 
looking for you1 Please submit 
your resume to Mr. Peter Read- 
man, District Manager, at HY- 
PERLINK “mailto:preadmanO 
dennys.ca” preadmanadennys. 
ca or‘fax to (604) 730-4645 
SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint. 
Spring 8 Summer interior, resi- 
dential and commercial painting. 
10% paint discount from suppli- 
er. Seniors 15% labor discount. 
Professional quality work. Rea- 
sonable rates. Free estimates. 
References available. Call Karl. 
250-61 5-01 99 (26P2) 
numiv&oiv 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1&2 
Bedroom suites 
*Clean, quiet renovated suites 
*Ample parking 
*Close to schools I% downtown 
B On bus route 
B On site management 
I No pets 
1 References required 
Laundry facilities 
To view call 
638- 1 748 
’ Growing fast, come join in on 
‘ the excitement! 1-800-667- 
3944 for Information. ‘1  ~- 
~ARBER WANTED 
For busy Vernon Old Style Shop. 
Must have license. Email: 
1 BEDROOM furnished base- 
ment suite located in Horse- 
shoe, suitable for single person 
working or going to school. No 
smoking, pets, parties. $450 per 
month includes all utilities, inter- 
net and satellite TV. 250-635- 
cdbarber@shaw.ca or ph: 250- 
542-1654 ask for Cat. 
Eagle Homes #1 Modular Deal- 
ership in 5C. Fast growing Mod- 
ular Home Retailer is looking for 
Installation Personnel for our 
Salmon Arm location. Full time 
position available immediately. 
Basic carpentry skills a must. 
Great opportunity for qualified 
person. Excellent remuneration 
’ based on experience. Fax re- 
sume to: 250-833-4758. - 
1355(27p3) t 
1 BEDROOM unit, upper Thorn- MOVING? Long hauls or short destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. (1 5ctfn) 
hill, wld on site, $45O/month in- 
cludes utilities. 250-635-5992 or 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
for rent close to schools, park 
and downtown. $450/mo. Refer- 
ences required. 250-635-6333 
250-631 -3206 (28p2) 
2 BEDROOM apartment, close 
to schools and Wal-Mart. $4851 
month, available July 15th. 250- 
61 5-2865 ( 27~2)  
Email info8eaglehomes.ca 
: RESIDENT MANAGER (Moti- - vated couple preferred) 40 unit 
apartment building in Ashcroft, 
B.C. Must be bondable. Please 
; send resume & references to: ‘ goldcountrypm@hotmaiI.com 
Northern Vancouver Island 
; logging company is currently 
accepting applications for the 
position of Woods Foreman. 
Full-time permanent position, 
excellent salary and benefits 
package with performance in- : centives. Previous old growth 
harvest experience is preferred. 
Potential motivated candidates 
; for this position are encouraged 
; to inquire about apprenticeship : opportunities. RPF is an as- . set.’ Please fax.your resume 
; to: Lemare Lake Logging Ltd. 
(250)956-4888. Or email: 
: acrowell@lemare.ca 
: MIKE WIEGELE Helicopter 
Skiina. in Blue River.BC 
(29~2) 
NEWER 2 bedroom around level 
(29~3) 
SUPERIOR LINEN SUDD~V re- 
suite. Clean and bright. Utilities 
included. No pets, no smoking, 
damage deposit and references 
required. Available Aug. 1106 
250-635-6572 $650/month. 
ONE BEDROOM above ground 
suite on Kalum Lake Drive. In- 
quires production personnel for 
local Industrial Laundry, must 
be reliable, punctual, team play- 
er that is able to work alone or 
in a group. Sewing experience 
as asset. Hours are 8 to 4, Mon 
thru Fri. Apply in person only 
with a resume at 4404 Leaion 
TEACHER WITH young family. 
2+ bedroom houselsuite. Close 
to town. Must be clean. NIS, N I  
P. Fenced yard preferred. Mov- 
ing from Vancouver mid-SAu- 
aust. Call 604-419-0791 email ISKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD, I 
cludes fls, vacuum, Satellite, Available immediately. -Ask& aidenshae@shaw.ca 
FACTORY DIRECT 
SCREENED TOPSOIL 
DRIVEWAY CRUSH 
LANDSCAPING ROCK 
$12OO/month. Call Erika at Roy- 
al Lepage Terrace. 250-635- 
2404 (26~3) 
GOOD LANDLORDS looking 
for _good tenants. 3 bedroom 
house, w/d,-f/s, new: high etii- 
ciency furnace, new windows, 
fireplace. 114 acre lot with shed, 
garage, pets negotiable. 250- 
10 ACRES for sale. Junction 
. _ ~  _.
security, laundry facilities, all 
utilities included, $550/month. 
Non-smoker, no pets. Call after 
6:OO p.m. 250-638-0643 (27~2) 
ONE BEDROOM basement 
suite. Separate entrance. FIS, 
VIEWS! WHISPER RIDGE close to Wal-Mart. $40Olmonth. 
Hydro only. 2707 Kerr. available Thompson - Okanagan CHBA 
AUg. 1 250-638-7608 (29~3) Gold Environment Award 
TWO BEDROOM basement 635-2483 (26P3) for this project. Beautifully 
and three bedroom upper suite treed 1.3 acre homesites. All 
in Thornhill. Close to schools, services underground, paved 
laundry facilities on premises, Remo. $750/month first, last and mads. 160 Acre private park I’ 
no pets. $350.00 per month (The Ranchlands). 8 Miles to 
Vernon, 40 min. to 
Silver Star Mountain. 
and $500.00 Der month. Phone 
HOUSE FOR rent. 4 bedrooms, 
1 bath. All new. Large lot, New 
security deposit. Excellent refer- 
ences. 250-638-1413 (29p3) 
THREE BEDROOM main floor 
“BE INSPIRED. Go further with 
the Clarica opportunity. If your’re 
looking for independence, suc- 
cess, and an opportunity for 
financial rewards that reflect 
your efforts, then you should 
ccjnsider a career as a Clarica 
advisor in the financial services 
industry. What‘s driving you? 
Call me for more information: 
Andy Beesley, 1-866-443-6241 
ext. 245” (26~6) 
of Fosberry and Centennial Dr. 
EXCEPTIONAL VALLEY 
$1 20,000 250-635-7562 (29~3) 
DRAIN ROCK & BEDDING SAND 
BLOCKS AND CONCRETE 
W 
Phone: (250)638-8477 OR (250)635-3936 Fax: (250)6354 71 
3751 Old Lakelse Lake DWe, Terrace, B.C., V8G 5P4 
1 ’ Is accephg applicants’for the : following full-time, year-round 
: GRDlNATOR 
: JOB DESCRIPTION Extensive 
skills in customer service, guest 
correspondence, telephone 
sales and follow-up. Organiza- 
tion of all reservations, receiving 
and posting payments. 
QUALIFICATIONS: ‘Highly 
energetic, great motivator and 
team player. ‘Minimum 3 yrs 
reservations / front desk experi- 
ence. ‘Excellent communica- 
tions skills. *Fluency in French 
&‘German is an asset. ‘Strong 
computer skills. 
Please send resume to: 
Margaret Ballash. Fax: 250- 
673-8464. Email: inballash@ 
, wiegele.com Web site: www. 
’ position: RESERVAT IONS CO- 
1 
J 
Brent 250-631 -9593 (48ctfn) 
of home. Newly renovated in 
excellent condition. No smok- 
ing and no pets. Available now. 
5035 Medeek. Damage deposit 
and references required. Please 
contact 250-635-8885 or 250- 
624-6275 (29~3) 
Homesites from $145,500. 
www.whisperridge.com 
6133 ’ 
FOR SALE 3.89 acres (Bench) 
City of Terrace. Many subdivi- 
sion possibilities. $200,000. Cell 
250-545-5472 1-800-493- 
250-61 5-9055 (29~3) 
WELDERS & 
I OFFICE & RETAIL SPACE 
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
MAIN FL- 
600 h* - Reception, 2 offices 8 staff room 
1000 h* - Wil divide space to suit 
1584 ft* - Formerly red  estate off ice 
SECOND FLOOR 
256 ftz.One office 
596 hz - 3 Of f  ices 
IContlWt: 250-615-7543 w 635-347! 
Linden Fabricating Ltd. 
requires experienced 
welders and fabricators 
to work in its 
Prince George shop. 
To apply, submit a detailed 
resume to: 
linden Fakicattng Ltd. 
9368 Milwaukee Way, 
Prince George, B.C. V2N 5T3 
Fax: 250-561 -221 7. 
I SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. I 
I I 
APPROX. 80 acres of pasture 
for rent within 50 km of Terrace. 
Phone Keith 403-335-2833 
(29~2) 
PASSENGER AND EXPRES§ SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
SIDE BY SIDE 3 bedroom, 2 
baths, fls, close to high school, 
quiet neiahbourhood. back 
wleaele.com Only applicants 
chosen for interviews will be 
contacted. 
Building Manager Oppcprhmi- 
tu: Plaza 200 Apartments - 62 
Units - require mature couple 
with experience to start Aug/O6. 
State qualifications and salary 
requirements to: 
tricad8unlserve.com 
Woods Foreman, experlenced 
In full phase logging, required by 
Ted Leroy Ltd, a Stump to Dump 
Logging Contractor for thelr 
camp operations originating out 
of Campbell River on Vancouver 
Island, BC. Preference given to 
person experienced In high lead 
must be a team player who is 
safety oriented, possess good 
leadership qualities, have ex- 
cellent communication skills, 
be computer literate and have 
the ability to multi-task. The 
success candidate will work a 
14 and 7 shift with an excellent 
waae and benefits Dackaae. 
P.O. Box 21 7, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
R B B B H 8 H m ~ H R U  
u n m i u u m  m m n  -m mm I- w m m mm m 
PRANSPORTA PION 
and or mechanical logging. You =SYSTEMS L T D Z  
3111 Blsksburn, lorrace 
* We say YES! 
1 BEDROOM duplex in Thorn- 
hili, F/S, WID, Available im- 
mediately, no pets, $425 plus 
damaae deDosit. Utilities not ._ - 
lncludid. 250-635-601 1 (27~3) 
3 BEDROOM familv oriented 
duplex in Upper Thornhill. 4 
appliances, finished attic, gar- 
den-level basement, fenced 
yard, small pets okay, Non 
smokers only. $700/mo. Avail- 
able Aug.l/06. For applications: 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
for large executive, 4 bedroom, 
2 baths, close to downtown. 
FIS, WID, plus more. Pets ne- 
gotiable. N/S only. $900/mo 
+ d.d. for 1 yr. lease. Available 
Sept.1106 250-635-4368 (25~3) 
THREE BEDROOM duplex, 2 
112 bath. Recently renovated 
wood floor, ceramic tile. Very 
clean, references required. No 
big dogs, please. Available now. 
250-635-4368 (26~3) 
250-635-3756 (29~3) 
I STRATA COMPLEX 7 UNIT APARTMENT Only 9 8, 10 years old a Centrally located 0 Great condition 
more informohn 
on these guoliry 
investments 
~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l  
ROYAL LEPAGE 
~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l  4724 Lazelle Avc., lerrace, B.C. 
Please fax resume with’referenc- 
es to: Ted Leroy Trucking Ltd. 
(250)286-3661. Attention: Gary 
. Mugford. Thank you for your 
interest, but only those selected 
for an interview will be contact- 
ed. 
Looking for a change of scen- 
ery, want out of the Big City or 
perhaps away form the relatives? 
Why not consider continuing 
your career with Fountain Tire in 
Beautiful Salmon Arm. We are 
accepting applications for Auto- 
motive Technicians. Please for- 
ward resume to Fountain Tire: 
kurt. boyko@fountaintire.com 
Automotive Business Manager 
required for Riverside Nissan, 
Courtenay. The position invol- 
ves assisting consumers with 
financinglleasing options and 
to assist in the sale of extended 
warranties and insurances. Au- 
tomotive experience required. 
Please fax your resume to: 250- 
LINE COOKS wanted. Please 
fax or email resumes to fax# 
250-632-591 1. E-mail minet- 
te2@telus.net. Attention Patrick. 
‘(29p3) 
Fax: 250-832-0232. 
338-7944. 
* Bankrupt? * No Credit? * Bad Credit? 
No Pmblern! 
You Work, You Drive! , ‘‘0” A*o@w;i D 
www.DreamTeamAuto.com 
1-800-91 0-6402 
Free Delivery For B. C. & Alberta 
MERIDIAN 
MORTGAGE (KAM LOO PS) 
MORTGAGE BIROKER,...NOW 
SERVING THE NORTHWEST 
SEARCHING FOR THE LOWEST 
MORTGAGE RATE? 
Child &re? 
~ ~. 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child core options and on 
choosing child core. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
Mon-Fri 1 Oam-4pm 
Call STEPHANIE FLADHAMER at 
258-374-3018 TODAY For Yowr Lowest 
Rate....GUARANTEED. 
Check out my website & 
Fill out an application online at 
www.mortPaeekamloogs.com 
Independent Financial Broker 
250-435-6095 Fax 250-635-6532 
or call 638- 1 1 13. 
Skeeno CCRR 
i s  funded by the Province of B.C. U .’. www.geocarde.com/tarce/fran kdonah w.htm 
Y. 
Well esfablished I 
CONSIGNMENT 
STORE 
FOR SALE! I 
Same location 13 years. , 
Serious enquiries on,,! I 
615-1006 I 
The Terrace Standard. Wednesdav. Julv 19.2006 - 69 
FOR SALE 
bog Home, 10  acres, 
5235 Centennial Drive 
www.bchomesfoasale.com 
635-3820,615-3484 
0 Unique, private, close to town Large sanded Spruce lags 
Two Storey, 2600 sq. ft. plus full basement 
4 bedrooms 3 bathrooms 
master bedroom with ensuite, gas fireplace and hot tub 
Cedar panabode cabin, garage and wood shed 
Large pond and wraparound sundeck 
Natural Gas, plus wood furnace and soapstone wood stove 
Recent Approisal 
Excellent water 
$3 1 &eo0 
I 
Previously Owned 
Motorcycles 
For Sal 
1% FLHS 
Black, 
#SI)27fd 
$12,999 
$10,499 
$9,599 
2003 Anniversary 883 XL 
I200 kit, Black, 
#.I32283 
2 0  Polaris Victory 
#IN)”S13 
Wayside Service 
847-5473 - 4320 14igiiw:iy 16 wcst 
f 
ODYSSEY LX’ 
Quadruple 5-star safety for family protection from all 
sides. Plus excellent fuel economy and a disappearing 
3rd row seat take your precious cargo even further. 
style roll bar, custom dual ex- 
haust, lots more. $14,500 obo 
250-638-1 961 or 250-632-5424 
2002 CHEW Avalanche 4x4, 
108,000 Krn, like new condition, 
high performance tires, remote 
I start, sun roof,, satellite radio. 
firm. 250-624-1 230 
WP3) 
Odyssey LX model RL3826E 
I 
LEASE FOR LEASE APR 
6 I 4,9% 
PER MONTH FOR 48 MONTHS O.A.C. 
’ $0 SECURITY DEPOSIT 
$34,655 MSRP 
(250)638-8171 HONDA 
1-800-665-1 990 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
4534 Keith Ave. 
DL# 9662 
w w w . b c h o n d a . c o m  
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Sze ScoreBoara 
~ 
Skeena Valley Men's 
Golf Tournament Results 
June 30 
doesn't 
matter Check out our site 9r call 6387283 for advertising informtion 
Women declare eight 
inch fish to be a winner 
By MARGARET SPEIRS Nadine Turner. 
"We really did put our 
A GROUP of ladies time in," Turner said. 
proved that size doesn't The 20 women, all 
matter at the first annual decked out in pink T-c 
all-women's - fishing shirts; cast 17 rods into 
derby July 9- the river at 5 a.m. and 
Tanya Kutenics reeled fished until 10 p.m. at a 
in an eight-inch trout, spot known as kraut bar, 
barely longer than the six- about a five-minute trip 
inch limit and the only west of thc city on'thc 
fish to be caught, early in Skeena River. 
the day for the victory at Several of the women 
the event, known as the camped out and had a 
Beaver Blast. blast over the weekend, 
considerably smaller than The second annual all- 
the previous day's catch- women's fishing derby is 
es: a 44-pound spring already in the planning, 
salmon, a 24-pound stages for next August, 
spring and an 18'-pound when it's believed the fish 
spring, said participant will be more plentiful. 
The winning fish was shesaid. 
I Trevor DesChamr, I 1st Low Net I B 
I Sealed Tenders for Free ertormance Assessment Survey; Sales OHice. Skeena Business Area, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia by 9:00 a m. on July 25,2006, at which lime all tenders will be opened in public. 
This contract IS located in vanous sites wdha the Terrace Field Team Area, for surveying 
approximately 1.989.7 hectares. 
Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid is pot mandatory. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and 
conditions specified in the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender will not 
necessaniy be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding being available at the 
time. 
The particulars may be obtained from the receptionist at (250) 638-5100 or at the above 
address. An electronic version of this notice and particulars package is available on BC 
Bid. For field enquires only, contact Jacques Corstanle at (250) 638-5133 or Richard 
K ~ p o p  at (250) 638-51 10. 
0 
1 I I 
'J ii 
Bailiff Sale 1978 Cat 966C c/w 
grapple. View at 
www.vernonbailiffs.com or 
contact Wayne MacGregor at 
(250)545-6088. 
11 I #1 SPRAYEDmON LININ6 
Won't Peel, Crock or Worp 
* Outperforms All Dro In Liners 
* Great for b l s ,  Traitrs, RV's, Jeeps', e t .  
Helps Keep your Geor from Sliding 
Resists Abrcsion, even under Heavy Use SDorts ScoDe Notice To: Nnrniii illsriii Juscpli, illso knowti :IS Noriii:i M;iric Joscpli. 01' I60X-3rd 
Strcct. li.lkw;i. I3.C. VOJ 3x0. 
Notice Regarding: Forcclosiirc pro- 
ccctliiigs iiiiti:itcd hy tlic I'ctitioncr. 
I'ciul Rohcrts. in tlic Suprcinc Court of 
IhMi Coluni1ii:i. Aclioii No.SC62W. 
I'riiicc I<upcrt Registry. 
Property: Vill:igc ol'Tclk\v:i. Onheca 
~ s s c s s n i c i i t  Ilistrict. l?irccl Itlcntilier: 
OOJ,411-388. Lot J Block 13 Section 
9 Not o Poinllike Cwtin 
A i  Colourr Avoiloble 
S roys On up to 1/4" kick I 
BC TIMBER SALES ' 
NOTICE TO ROAD CONTRACTOR§ z$"" 
Coturtsn INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR 
CONTRACT ENTSK07TIF-409 
One step closer. ... 
THE BANTAM Raiders lacrosse team split a pair of games 
against a higher-level team in Quesnel July 7 and 8 in 
preparation for provincials. 
Sealed Tenders for the construction of 2.1 km. more or less, of finished grade on the 
Limonite-Br.1300 Forest Service Road will be received by th6 Timber Sale Manager, BC 
Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, #ZOO - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace; RC. V8G 1 L l  , 
up to 9:00 a.m. on August 9,2006, and will be opened in public at that time. 
Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid is not mandatory. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements ,as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and 
conditions specified in the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding being available at the 
time. <-I 
The squad beat its hosts 11-5 then lost 9-6 after running 
"I was very happy with how they did," he said. 
The Raiders, who are in the C-division, dominated their 
first game and were leading the second match 6-5 with six 
minutes remaining when Quesnel, a B-division team, scored 
four goals for the victory. B-division is a higher level of 
competition than C-division. 
The Teirace Bantam Raiders compete at lacrosse provin- 
cials in Prince George July 26 to 30. 
out of steam: said coach Terry Monture. 
Cruising car &ow coming 
THE SKEENA Valley Cruizers hold their first Riverboat 
Days car stiqw from 1 p.m. (after the parade) until 5 p.m. 
August 5 outside at the Terrace Arena. 
Come see classic cars, muscie cars, hot rods and modified 
drag cars from here and out of town. 
Organizers say cars do not have to be "all done up," half 
done up vehicles will be welcome. 
Contestants can pre-register for $10 and reserve a spot in 
the arena up to the day of the show. Registration is $15 on 
the day of the show. 
Cars can be stored Friday night in the secured arena. For 
more details, call 638-1733 or email rossco@monarch.net. 
' 3 5  .ro\vnsiiip s l<:iiigc 5 c o a i  District 
Pliiii Y 17. Rirccl Idciitilicr: 00-1-42 I - 
400. I+;t 5 13l0ck 13 Scctiiiii 35 'rowil- 
ship 5 Riiiigc 5 Co:ist Ilistrict Fliin 
X17., 
Other liiforniiiiinii: . An tipplic:ition 
113s bccn nladc by (lie Ikiitioncr :it ilic 
courlliousc iil  IO0 M:irkct Pl:icc. I'rincc 
Ilulwrt, in tlic I'roviiicc of I3ritisli Co- 
1iiiiilii:i. 
Furtlicr ~;ikc notice' 11i:it :in Order 1i:is 
Iwcn iiindc on Juiic IO. 2006. liy the 
Suprcnic C(iiiIt of I M i s l i  Cnluiiihi:i. to 
iiicludc L?irccl Idrntilicr 004-42 I-400. 
Lot 5 I3li)ck I3 Scsiioii 35 ~~)wiisli, ip 5 
K: i i ip 5 CII:ISI I h l r i c t  I'liiii X I 7  iii tlic 
I:orccliisiirc procccdiiigs. T l r  origiii:il 
Pcritioii :inti Notice 01' hloritiii iintli 
d:iIcd Oc!iihcr (I. 2005. tlic :iiiiciidiiig 
;ipplicatioii :iiid cvitlcncc in suppurt ciiii 
he vic\vctl :ir tlic Stiprcnic Court Ilcg- 
isrry :it tlic Courtliouzc at 100 Market 
Pl:icc, I'riiicc Rupert in tlic Province (if 
Ihitisli Coluinhia. 
I l 'yoi:(N~iri i i~i) wish to IlESI'ONI) ynu 
iiiust do s o  on or heftire llic ? X i h  thy 
:ilicr the puhlic:ition ( i f  this notice. 
' 
I 
Bidders are required lo submit 10% of the tendered price as a bid deposit. This will be 
refunded 10 the unsuccessful bidders. In addition, the successful bidder must supply a 
performance security deposit of 20% in a form acceptable to the Province. 
This solicitation is subject to Chapter 5 of the Agreement on Internal Trade. 
Packages are available from the receptionist at (250) 638-5100 or at the above address. 
An electronic version of this notice and particulars package is available on BC Bid. 
Further information may be obtained by contacting Brian Bailey (250) 638-51 17. 
Runs well. When 
fully restored $22,000 
to $25,000. Needs 
dedicated owner. 
2985 Rosenthal Rd. 
BC TIMBER SALES UlrnSlO d & NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR  om 
Gnsrrsr TIMBER SALE LICENCE A78678 coluwnk\ 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale licence A78678 
is being offered for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Terrace Field 
Team. 
Closing DatelLocation: August 10, 2006 0 830 a.m. Applications will be accepted 
by the Timber Sales Manager. Terrace Timber Sales Offica. Skeena Business Area, 200 
- 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1 LI. 
Geographic Location: Kitnayakwa Area 
Estimated Volume: 
Species: 
Licence Term: 3 years 
Upset stumpage rate $11.34/m3. The upset stumpage rate was determined in 
accordance with the interior Appraisal Manual and is applicable to all sawlog grades. 
Tendebs will be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a BC timber 
sales enterprise in Category 1, 2 or 3. 
The successful applicant will be required to implement and conform to the Skeena 
Business Area Environmental Management System. 
Comments: 
This timber sale licence has been designed for harvest using a combination of ground 
based and cable yarding systems. The use of other systems may be subject to the 
Forest and Range Practices Act and its regulations. 
This licence requires the building of approximately 0.1 kilometres of on-block roads 
and approximately 0.12 kilometres of access road under an associated Road Permit. 
There is additional material that :he applicant must consider in their application. This 
material which includes application forms and other information about the TSL can be 
obtained from the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionist at (250) 
638-5100. Contact Trevor Shannon at (250) 638-5135 for Field enquiries only. 
Electronic version of this notice 8 tender pkg is available 81: 
http:Nwww5.for.gov.bc.ca/noticeslinit.do/notice Ids2707 
46,859 cubic metres, more or less 
Balsam,l4,945 m3 (32%). Hemlock 31,914 &(68%) 
I ;$12,000 I 
I 847-5699 I 
Cycling ladies' style . . .  ii-== 
STMDARD WOMEN GEARED up to bike the roads and trails around town can go for a ride with a group of like-minded cyclists 
every week. 
A ladies ride, organized by Lucy Praught, meets every 
Friday at 6:30 p.m. at OutSpoke'N Bike and Sport and wel- 
comes anyone with a bike. ' 
Anyone who's starting to cycle and those with a regular 
or fancy bike are invited to join the dozen women who have 
discovered the many trails here. 
The goal is to have a lot of fun and let women take time 
for themselves, says Praught. 
Each ride can go for an hour to an hour and a half depend- 
ing on where the group goes, Praught says. 
Interested cyclists can call Lucy for more information at 
635-1 191. 
3210Chon St, Terrace, B.C. VBG 5R2 
I To place your 8 s F . Community C l a s s i f i e d  c call t h i s  n e w s p a p e r  or toll free 1-866-669-9222 classifiedsGSbccommunitynews.com w w w . c o m m u n i t y c l a s s i f  ieds.ca 11 MILLION R E A D E R S  NATION-WIDE F O R S 1 . 6 6 6  
3 
Sports Menu 
July 21 to 23 
The 42nd annual Timberland Horse Show goes at the 
Thornhill Community Grounds. For more details, contact 
Elaine Rcmpcl a1 635-7424. 1 
. July 22 
The 50-lap Memorial Race goes at the Terrace Speedway 
in remembrance of stock car drivers who have passed away. 
Thunder and Bomber cars will also race starting at 7 p.m. 
July 23 \ \  1 
Redneck Rampage Races, including ATV races through 
the ponds, join Thunder, Bomber and Hit-to Pass Races at 
the Terrace Speedway. Time trials go at 12:30 p.m. and rac- 
ing starts at 2 p.m. 
July 29 
The Totem Saddle Club hosts a full evening of events 
for riders and spectators. Team Cattle Sorting starts at 6 
p.m. with Clear Rounds Day and Percentage Day to follow 
at 6:30 p.m. For more info, call James Muller at 635-5100 
(Cattle Sorting), Natasha Candelora at 635-6967 (Percent- 
age Day), or Marty Cox at 633-2350 (Clear Rounds). 
July 30 
The Totem Saddle Club holds a Gymkhana at 10 a.m at 
the Thornhill Community Grounds. For more information, 
call Laurie Muller at 635-940 1. 
Correct ion 
IN THE July 12th issue of the Terrace Srandard, it was 
incorrectly reported that the Midget Raiders lacrosse team 
will be debuting at the BC Minor Lacrosse Provincial 
Championship this year. 
The Midget reps debuted at provincials last year and fin- 
ished in seven& place. 
